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Executive Summary 

The MarRINav project’s objective is to determine a cost-effective UK system-of-systems as 
part of maritime Critical National Infrastructure (CNI) to provide resilient, high-integrity 
Positioning, Navigation and Timing (PNT) to mariners. The PNT solution architecture will 
principally address UK shore-based aids-to-navigation infrastructure, complementing multi-
constellation GNSS and European maritime services of Satellite Based Augmentation Systems 
(SBAS). The solution must generate, control and monitor signals and information transmitted 
and communicated to ships at sea. For vessels to benefit from resilient high-integrity PNT 
capability, they must be suitably equipped in accordance with international standards to 
receive and process the signals and data transmitted by the CNI. The timeframe for an 
operational solution is up to 2030 and beyond, addressing the PNT needs of safety related 
and operationally critical services, including those associated with e-Navigation and 
autonomous vessels. 
 
Even in the case of vessels regulated by the SOLAS Convention and IMO regulations, carriage 
of onboard equipment supporting resilient PNT with user-level integrity is not mandatory. 
Nevertheless, an appropriate IMO performance standard, MSC.401(95), for the multi-
constellation GNSS, multi-system receiver (MSR) has been in place since 2015. The MSR 
performance standard encompasses the maritime use of SBAS (EGNOS in Europe) and 
terrestrial backup systems such as eLoran and VDES R-Mode. Test specifications for Type 
Approval of future MSR equipment are yet to be formally generated, and the earliest 
availability of an MSR for installation on vessels is expected to be around the beginning of 
2022.   
 
It is essential that the resilient PNT architecture proposed by MarRINav provides signals and 
data that can be used by a future MSR onboard vessels at sea. Vice versa, the detailed design 
of the MSR (including integrated navigation processing) must support the use of these signals 
to obtain the level of PNT performance capability required by the user. Whereas most other 
MarRINav activities and reports are focused on the CNI itself, this report covers a study of the 
design approach for an MSR in the framework of the IMO performance standard.  The study 
has confirmed the basic feasibility of practicable MSR designs that can be realised to utilise 
the signals and data from the proposed PNT conceptual architecture effectively. Hence, user-
level integrity and resilience of onboard PNT information should be achievable in support of 
all systems on the ship. The results of this study of onboard equipment also inform some 
decisions on design parameters and communication flows within the shore-based CNI 
architecture, including design aims for the required integrity levels of the different 
architectural components and data that contribute to the overall PNT integrity.  
 
Fundamental to the effective mutual operation of the PNT infrastructure and the MSR is a 
design of the ship’s integrated navigation (including onboard Dead Reckoning inputs and 
possibly radar positioning solutions) capable of achieving the required balance between user-
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level integrity and continuity. This is necessary when operating in primary mode with GNSS 
available and when using multi-system integration as a backup in the absence of GNSS. 
 
The combination of system-level integrity alarms (such as triggered by GNSS satellite faults) 
and user-level integrity alerts (which may be raised when estimated position error bounds 
exceed a safe horizontal protection level) must warn the user promptly to avoid the incidence 
of hazardously misleading information. At the same time, the rate of false alarms must be 
sufficiently suppressed to guarantee the required continuity of operation. This study report 
explains in detail a set of design principles that enable the MSR to achieve this. 
 
The MSR design must consider a maritime safety case based on a rigorous analysis of the 
likelihood and impact of faults. Using failure mode and effects analysis, an apportionment of 
the required navigation integrity and continuity budgets can be made across the different 
elements of the MSR – considering the likelihood and impact of faults arising in GNSS, SBAS, 
backup systems, interference detection and Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring 
(RAIM). The budget allocation is made on the basis of fault-tree tree analysis, accounting for 
the operation of the receiver in both faulted and fault free conditions. This interlinking of 
integrity and continuity budgets assigned to the MSR components is the basis of achieving 
safe and efficient operations, essential in the era of e-Navigation and autonomous vessels. All 
possible fault conditions must be addressed, covering system-level faults, such as GNSS 
control segment malfunction, and user-level faults such as the degradation of GNSS signal 
reception in the challenging radio environment of ships at sea. 
 
It is recognised that PNT backup systems will generally not deliver a performance level 
equivalent to that achievable with GNSS and their capabilities to provide resilient PNT with 
integrity and continuity will differ, varying over specific design choices, infrastructure and 
ships’ locations. This study primarily considers backup systems that aim to maintain 
navigation over long periods (e.g. several days) in the absence of GNSS, along with PNT 
contingency systems for which the navigation hold-over capability may be limited to a much 
shorter period (e.g. 15 minutes to 2 hours) of GNSS outage. Within the integrity/continuity 
budget apportionment, the design concept of a ‘Resilience-Factor’ (‘R-Factor’) is introduced 
for the MSR, the value of R is the proportion of time for which the MSR expects it will be 
dependent only on the backup systems. The quality of the backup system needed depends 
on the user required navigation parameters (RNP) and the amount of time the vessel will be 
dependent on the backup. The ‘R-Factor’ enables practicable MSR designs that accommodate 
the lower navigation capability of backup systems whilst still achieving the overall RNP. 
 
Backup PNT performance is dependent on the available backup systems, and the particular 
integration approach used to combine the navigation technologies, adopted in the MSR’s 
processing to produce a hybrid PNT solution. This study proposes multisensor integration 
architectures for resilient maritime PNT, with critical regard to the effects on the integrity and 
continuity of the integrated navigation solution. The report reviews what is needed to achieve 
resilience in terms of minimising errors under normal operation and detecting and mitigating 
failure modes and other threats. This leads to a set of requirements for the MSR integration 
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architecture and navigation processing. Constituent systems of the MSR are those supported 
by the MarRINav resilient PNT infrastructure (proposed elsewhere in WPs 3 and 4), combined 
with onboard sensors. Dead Reckoning (DR) using traditional DR with the ship’s gyrocompass 
and speed log (DVL/CVL) lies at the heart of the hybrid system-of-systems, possibly enhanced 
with nertial navigation sensors. Multisensor integration architectures are then reviewed in 
general terms and a suitable integration architecture for resilient maritime positioning by the 
MSR (with its navigation processing) is presented. Recommendations applicable to effective 
design principles of the onboard integration architecture are then summarised. 
 
It is concluded that the overall positioning integrity and continuity budgets must be 
considered together, with each budget partitioned across the constituent elements of the 
MSR. This is achieved by assigning values to a fault-tree spanning GNSS, SBAS, backup 
systems, interference detection and RAIM. The introduction of a Resilience Factor (‘R-Factor’) 
in the budget allocation will accommodate backup capability in line with its expected 
utilisation periods and enable overall navigation integrity and continuity requirements to be 
satisfied. To provide user-level integrity requires a suitable set of RAIM algorithms in the 
user’s receiver equipment. It may be necessary to mandate that future vessels’ equipment 
implements this functionality. Maritime RAIM (MRAIM) may provide a suitable solution, 
although further R&D is required to assess the probability of incurring multiple simultaneous 
faults on satellite signals, by investigating the GNSS multipath and NLOS environment on 
ships. 
 
The principal recommendations arising from this study are: 
 

• The IMO navigation performance requirements put forward in Resolution A.915 
should be reviewed by the international community, especially in regard to the 
integrity and continuity values for future maritime operations. 

• A consolidated approach to the MSR design for the apportionment of the integrity and 
continuity budgets should be sought through international standardisation. 

• The design of maritime SBAS services to provide integrity at user level should be 
further investigated, operating standalone or with MRAIM.  

• The MSR should incorporate a minimum of three constellations and two frequencies 
(per constellation), together with support for eLoran, VDES R-mode and MF R-mode. 

• The integration architecture for the MSR’s processing should be partitioned into GNSS, 
dead reckoning and multisensor integration modules, each with their own separate 
fault detection, isolation and integrity monitoring system. 

• Filtered navigation solutions should be implemented in the dead reckoning and 
multisensor integration modules of the MSR to enhance outlier detection sensitivity 
and to enable calibration of sensor and signal biases (and other systematic errors). 

• Parallel filters that reject different combinations of measurements should be used to 
isolate faulty information from the navigation solution. Faults should be detected 
through range limit checks, consistency checking and innovation filtering.  
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Introduction 

This MSR Integration Report is Deliverable D6 of the MarRINav project, compiled under WP4. 
The work package addresses a conceptual infrastructure for a system-of-systems approach to 
deliver maritime resilience and high-integrity of PNT information to ships, mariners and wider 
maritime applications in UK waters. The report explains design principles of vessels’ onboard 
equipment to provide mariners and the ship’s bridge systems with PNT solutions that are 
resilient to GNSS disruption and provide user-level integrity and continuity of navigation. 
 
Onboard equipment is assumed to include a GNSS multi-constellation receiver integrating 
backup PNT technologies such as defined in the IMO performance standard MSC.401(95) for 
the Multi System Receiver (MSR). A portfolio of services, covering multi-system signals and 
PNT information available at any maritime location, would be expected to be defined within 
a future e-Navigation environment. Such services should identify a local or regional almanac 
of transmitter types, transmitter locations and parameters offered to vessels, with 
information described in a standard format using the IHO S-200 family of data products. In 
this way, diverse sea areas across the world may be covered by different resilient PNT 
technologies and services, including regional SBAS. With knowledge of the backup systems 
available at its location (including their live operational status), the MSR should integrate all 
information (incorporating onboard DR, and possibly, radar measurements) to derive its 
navigation solution. This aims to achieve the best resilience, integrity and continuity 
performance applicable for the vessel’s location, navigational risk, phase of voyage and 
specific maritime operations. 
 
The mix of systems deployed in the future UK maritime CNI, capable of providing a PNT service 
for suitably equipped vessels in the UK EEZ, may not be the same systems as used in other 
maritime areas of the world.  The UK CNI capability should have no dependence on terrestrial 
systems not under UK control. However, within the UK EEZ, the vessel’s MSR may also receive 
PNT signals and data from neighbouring maritime administrations that could also be 
integrated within the navigation solution. 
 
The performance standard for the MSR leaves significant flexibility in its design, its selection 
of signals and its integrated navigation data processing. However, in order to use the multiple 
systems available, even when these systems have globally accepted standards (such as is the 
case for eLoran), dynamic data on the quality of measurements, propagation delays and time 
synchronisation of signal sources are likely to form an important part of the transmitted set 
of information provided by the shore-based infrastructure. 
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It is vital that there is compatibility of the MSR’s design approach and its PNT integration 
methods with the signals/data provided by shore-based CNI. With this aim: 
 

• Section 1 below covers the MSR design approach from the perspective of a maritime 
safety case and the apportionment of integrity and continuity budgets  to meet overall 
requirements; 

• Section 2 below covers the MSR’s integrated navigation architecture and processing 
that combine multiple PNT technologies while preserving integrity and continuity. 

 
Integrity and Continuity are two parameters that are key to the user-level performance both 
for requirements and operational capability. Far from being independent of one another, 
these two parameters are intimately entwined. Demanding greater integrity will inevitably 
mean a higher incidence of integrity alarms, and the occurrence of each alarm will break the 
continuity of the navigation solution. Such alarms may either be genuine (such as when the 
actual navigation error is too large to be contained within a safe limit) or false (such as when 
the navigation error is actually safe but the alarm has been raised incorrectly). There is thus 
a trade-off in the system design and in the navigation processing where integrity must be 
balanced with continuity so that both requirements are met. 
 
Section 1 describes an approach to the method of allocating the integrity and continuity 
budgets across the ship’s navigation system. The apportionments of the two budgets are not 
independent and must be considered together, taking account of the failure modes, their 
effects and their occurrence probabilities. The methodology uses a fault-tree analysis 
covering the fault-free and faulted cases, considering all faults over the GNSS, SBAS, backup 
PNT, interference detection and Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) elements 
of the MSR. For some systems, their failure modes and their Mean Time Between Failures 
(MTBF) are known from previous monitoring. For others, reasonable empirical values need to 
be allocated. Ultimately, the apportionment determines the integrity/continuity budget that 
the RAIM component must meet, and hence the capability needed from the RAIM algorithm. 
 
To provide user-level integrity will require a suitable set of RAIM algorithms in the user’s 
receiver equipment. It may be necessary to mandate that future vessels’ equipment 
implements this functionality while allowing equipment manufacturers some room to 
innovate and to retain ownership of their receiver processing. In this way, bespoke algorithms 
may be implemented as long as they can be shown, through Type Approval testing, to meet 
the capability laid down in a minimum performance specification. Maritime RAIM (MRAIM), 
reported in detail under MarRINav WP2, may provide a suitable solution, although further 
R&D of RAIM depends on gaining better knowledge of the probability of incurring multiple 
simultaneous faults on satellite signals, for which further investigations are needed into the 
nature of the GNSS signal, particularly the multipath environment on ships. 
 
Section 2 proposes architectural design principles for multisensor integration, configured to 
use the GNSS position and velocity solution (where available) and ranging measurements 
from eLoran, VDES R-mode and (possibly) radar positioning to correct and calibrate the dead 
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reckoning (DR) solution. The corrected DR solution forms the integrated navigation solution. 
The approach considers partitioning into GNSS, dead reckoning and multisensor integration 
modules, each with their own separate fault detection and integrity monitoring. Navigation 
filters are considered with the aim of improving outlier detection sensitivity and to enable 
calibration of sensor and signal biases. Parallel filters that reject different combinations of 
measurements are considered with the objective of isolating faulty information from the 
navigation solution. A summary of PNT design recommendations is provided in Section 3. 
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Background 

Navigation integrity is a well-described and mature concept within the aviation community, 
but the same cannot be said for the maritime domain. The aviation required navigation 
parameters (RNP) for instrument approach procedures demand certain levels of performance 
from the aircraft’s on-board navigation system. Inherent in these requirements is the concept 
of user-level integrity: the user’s navigation equipment is tasked with providing an integrity 
warning to the pilot if ever the error on the derived position-fix is likely to exceed the given 
threshold for safe operation. Currently, mariners use GNSS as their primary aid-to-navigation, 
with no navigation integrity at user-level and only limited coverage of system-level integrity 
(which protects against faults in signal transmission but not those in signal reception).  
 
For clarity, the terms system-level integrity and user-level integrity are explained here: 
 
System-level integrity is a guarantee that the GNSS system itself is operating fault-free. 
Marine Beacon DGPS and SBAS both provide this service by guaranteeing that each GNSS 
satellite’s transmitted signal in space is within acceptable parameters and is considered safe 
to use. This guarantee does not extend to the quality of reception of the signal and individual 
pseudo-range measurements made by the user’s receiver, nor does is guarantee that the 
receiver itself is operating correctly. 
 
User-level integrity is a guarantee that the derived navigation solution is safe to use. Inherent 
in this service is a guarantee that both the GNSS signal-in-space is safe to use, and that the 
individual measurements made by the user’s receiver are sufficiently accurate. Because the 
augmentation system (DGPS or SBAS) cannot know about the local environment of the user, 
or the operation of their receiver, user-level integrity can only be achieved by the receiver 
itself (with co-operation from the augmentation service, or any other systems which may aid 
the integrity-monitoring function). 
 
The system-level performance requirements of electronic position-fixing at sea derive from 
IMO Resolution A.1046 on the Worldwide Radio-Navigation System (WWRNS). This set of 
requirements must be met by global radio-navigation systems used to electronically plot a 
vessel’s position on a nautical chart. The WWRNS requires the issue of integrity alerts to the 
user in case of “system malfunction, non-availability or discontinuity” within a specified time-
to-alarm. Determination of a “system malfunction” is currently performed by marine-beacon 
DGPS infrastructure. Beacon DGPS has limited coverage and its purpose may be better served 
in future by Space Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS), covering a wider area more cost-
effectively. However, the GNSS signal reception environment on ships at sea is extremely 
challenging, much more so than on aircraft, and neither beacon DGPS nor SBAS are sufficient 
to counter these local effects to provide adequate user-level integrity at sea.  
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Dependence on GNSS at sea is increasing. The maritime risk of GNSS loss or degradation 
through interference and spoofing is becoming ever more apparent. Demands for PNT 
resilience, integrity and continuity are growing more urgent to support the evolving 
e-Navigation concept and the growth in automation of shipping. Current maritime electronic 
position-fixing capability requirements for integrity at only the system-level are inadequate 
to achieve this. Consolidation of user-level performance requirements is needed, akin to 
aviation RNP, leading to integrity at system and user level within a vessel’s integrated 
navigation system. 
 
SBAS could soon provide the user’s receiver with regulated system-level integrity services and 
provide information for error models used to estimate achievable position accuracy. Receiver 
Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) may eventually offer maritime user-level integrity. 
The MSR’s RAIM would process redundant measurements from all satellites to determine the 
risk of an erroneous position fix being sufficiently small for safe operation. Integration in the 
MSR with one or more GNSS-independent, dissimilar and complementary terrestrial PNT 
backup systems, supported by appropriate and cost-effective maritime shore-based CNI, is 
also essential for the resilience of navigation. Effective approaches to integrating the backup 
systems within the MSR should provide resilience, user-level integrity & continuity of PNT 
information, hence assuring future maritime safety, efficient operations and enhanced 
marine environmental protection.  
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1 Multi-System Integrity and Continuity Balance 

1.1 Integrity Concept  

The concept of user-level integrity is that responsibility for determining the validity of a 
position-solution lies with the user’s navigation receiver. The level of error considered 
intolerable in the navigation solution is given by the Horizontal Alert Limit (HAL) for the 
intended operation. The receiver is tasked with issuing an alert to the user should it determine 
that there is too high a probability of a position fix demonstrating a position error that exceeds 
the HAL. This determination is achieved through modelling the accuracy of the position-
solution, and monitoring for various potential failings that could affect the output position-
fix, according to some threat model. Additional data from the GNSS itself and/or any 
augmentation system may aid this determination, but the final decision is made by the user’s 
equipment. The receiver may thus present to the mariner a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ decision as to whether 
the navigation system can be trusted at any positioning epoch. 
  
If ever the algorithm determines that a fix should not be used, an alert should be issued to 
the navigator. Any fix for which the actual error exceeds the HAL, but is still declared usable, 
is termed Hazardously Misleading Information (HMI). This is a significant threat to 
navigational safety. The integrity risk requirement specifies a maximum probability of HMI 
over a nominal time-frame to limit the occurrence of the equipment misleading the user. 
 
Part of the integrity monitoring process will be to determine the validity of the ‘yes’ / ‘no’ 
decision by estimating the probability of HMI (or integrity risk) for each position-fix. In 
practice, it can be a much tougher task to estimate integrity-risk than to provide the ‘yes’ / 
‘no’ decision in the first place. Good algorithm design is essential to this process. If the system 
determines that the probability of HMI on a position-fix is larger than the requirement then 
the decision to use the fix cannot be trusted. In this case, the receiver may output an ‘Integrity 
un-monitored’ alarm, or may err on the side of caution and provide the ‘do-not-use’ decision 
for that particular position-fix. A ‘traffic light’ system can be used as an intuitive way to 
describe the output: 
 

• Red-Light = a fault has been detected (and not excluded); do not use the fix. 
• Green-Light = the fix is acceptable, and the integrity risk is within the requirement. 
• Yellow-Light = the fix may be usable for some applications with a lower integrity 

need, but at the required integrity level, it cannot be trusted. Use with caution at 
own risk. 

 
To avoid confusion and if there is any doubt about usability of the fix for the application, the 
yellow-light condition may be replaced with a red-light ‘do-not-use’ warning.  
 
The algorithm’s “snapshot” risk per epoch is related to the total risk over the given time-frame 
– an estimate of the correlation time of GNSS errors is used to relate individual epochs to the 
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cumulative risk over a longer time-frame. Here we use 150 seconds as the correlation time as 
this is the figure adopted in aviation SBAS standards [1]. 

1.1.1 Continuity 

The navigation-solution is considered usable only if accompanied by the green-light integrity 
guarantee. The mariner wishes to see the green light preserved for a long enough time to 
allow them to complete each task safely. The continuity requirement seeks to constrain the 
probability of losing the green light at each epoch to a sufficiently low figure to maximise the 
usability of the system. Any condition that causes the red light to be shown constitutes a loss 
of continuity. This can be due to the error exceeding the HAL that is correctly detected (“true 
alarms”) and false alarms, raised by mistake. The probability of an unnecessary switch to the 
red-light condition at each epoch has to be quite precisely controlled by the receiver to 
preserve user-level continuity. 
 
Part of the integrity-monitoring process to detect possible HMI is to set detection thresholds 
which cannot be breached without raising an alarm. Various parameters can be used to detect 
faults, such as the range-residuals after solution, or the separation between fixes found using 
different sub-sets of pseudo-range measurements. If the fault-detection threshold is set low 
then even small errors trigger detection and HMI is very unlikely, however alarms will be 
frequent and perhaps raised unnecessarily. Continuity should be preserved as a priority by 
raising detection thresholds such that false-alarm probability is tightly controlled. Setting 
thresholds too high can guarantee exceptional continuity, but at the cost of faults not being 
detected. 
  
Integrity and continuity are like either end of a see-saw, the trick is to establish the right 
balance through careful budgeting of both continuity and integrity risk probabilities. These 
budgets need to be agreed as part of the performance specification, and used to define where 
to set the receiver’s fault detection threshold. 

1.1.2 Integrity Threats and Mitigations 

Integrity will be assessed against a particular model of potential threats that may impact the 
solution. For the marine user, in addition to rare equipment and infrastructure failures, there 
is a particular set of environmental hazards, which must be considered: 
 

• Multi-path 
• Signal-obscuration 
• Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) signal reception (obscuration + multi-path) 
• Local noise and interference (including deliberate jamming and spoofing) 
• Atmospheric delays and scintillation 

 
Particular techniques will help, for example, it is known line-of-sight multi-path will induce 
time-varying pseudorange errors which will be limited in their maximum extent. It may be 
possible to design an error-model based on a Normal distribution, which describes the 
magnitude and likelihood of multi-path errors. The use of SBAS in the aviation sector adopts 
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just such a model [1] – this is possible because antenna-installation on an aircraft is highly 
regulated and reflecting surfaces are kept below the antenna ground-plane. It may not be 
possible to make such an assumption for a marine antenna installation. 
 
NLOS reception is a more problematic issue since the magnitude of the error depends on the 
path-length difference of the reflected signal, and this can be very large. Receiver 
autonomous integrity monitoring or fault-detection (RAIM, FD) algorithms can help here, 
using redundant information in the position-solution to detect large measurement errors. The 
sophistication and processing needs for RAIM depend largely on the severity of threats to the 
accuracy of the navigation solution. 
 
RAIM is good at spotting errors on individual measurements but will be no use against an 
elevated background noise, or a jamming or spoofing attack that can impact all satellites in 
solution. A separate method of determining a clean radio-background may be needed. 
Interference detection can be achieved by a variety of methods, such as using the reported 
satellites’ SNR; C/No; the front-end gain-control; or a multi-antenna setup. Addendum A 
provides more details of these GNSS receiver hardening approaches. Again the aviation world 
is able to very tightly control the local radio environment of an aircraft in flight; the maritime 
domain is not so fortunate and there may be a need for additional noise-monitoring, 
dependent on the likelihood of interference and jamming. 
 
For both RAIM and interference-detection, alarm thresholds must be set. A probability of 
false alarm will exist. At the same time a small residual integrity risk, due to missed-detection, 
will remain. An effective integrity monitor should strike a fine balance between the 
probability of false alarm (PFA) and the probability of missed detection (PMD). If an additional 
mitigation measure is needed, some of the continuity budget will have to be spent to 
accommodate it. Additional safety-checks (such as GNSS receiver hardening – see Addendum 
A) must be designed with a sufficiently low PFA so that the cost to the continuity budget is 
managed.  
 
Atmospheric delays may be calibrated out using an augmentation system (DGPS or SBAS) to 
measure the state of the atmosphere and issue correction data. In the timeframe that 
MarRINav is considering, the beginning of the era of e-Navigation [2] and the Multi-System 
Receiver (MSR) [3], from about the year 2025 onwards, multiple GNSS constellations will offer 
civilian-access signals on multiple frequencies. This evolution to multi-frequency operation 
allows the receiver to cancel ionospheric effects by itself without relying on an external 
augmentation system, but at the expense of amplifying the effects of local noise and 
multipath interference. Augmentation is therefore optional in the longer term, so for the 
analysis in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, it is assumed that there is no augmentation component. In 
the following, it will be assumed that electronic position fixing at sea is provided by: 
 

• Dual-frequency multi-constellation ( ≥ 3 constellations) GNSS receiver. 
• Integrity provision is by RAIM algorithms running within the receiver. 
• Integrity decision is indicated to the navigator by red / green integrity light. 
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1.2 Proposed Integrity and Continuity Risk Budget 

It is sensible to put some numbers to the integrity and continuity concepts. Performance 
requirements have been explained in section 6.4 of the MarRINav D1 Report [4]. IMO 
resolution A.915 [22] was written 17 years ago with the aim of setting out the future demands 
of maritime electronic position-fixing. Its intention was as a positioning document to ensure 
that marine requirements would not be overlooked as each of the GNSS constellations 
underwent a period of development and re-engineering. 
 
The A.915 document sets out several requirements, the important ones for consideration are: 
 

• 10 m accuracy (95%) for most applications 
• 10-5 integrity risk per 3-hours 
• 99.97% continuity per 3-hours 
• 99.8% overall availability (considered over 2 years) 

 
A.915 has been criticised [5] for not adequately considering the relationship between 
snapshot risk and performance over a longer time-period. The choice of a 3-hour operation 
interval was perhaps ill considered and overly long. Indeed when A.1046 adopted the 99.97% 
continuity requirement, the time-interval was amended to a more sensible 15-minutes [6]. 
This analysis proposes the same reduction of time-interval for the integrity requirement. 
These figures are of course open for future informed debate. 
 
With the assumed error-correlation time of 150 seconds, the 15-minute interval contains 
exactly six statistically independent epochs. This gives per-epoch integrity and continuity risk 
probabilities that are consistent with ERNP requirements in Figure 44 of D1 [4]: 
 

• 99.97% continuity over 15-minutes equates to continuity risk per epoch of 5x10-5  
• 10-5 integrity over 15-minutes equates to integrity risk per epoch of 1.667x10-6 

1.2.1 Risk Budgeting 

Each aspect of the system is considered in turn to budget how much risk is posed by each 
component. Some risk budget aspects can be directly controlled, and others are fixed 
depending on the quality of the navigation system and the particular threats to which the 
user’s receiver is subjected. 
  
Navigation risks can be pictorially represented by constructing a fault-tree. A top-level risk 
budget is assigned, and individual hazards are broken down into their constituent 
components with risk apportioned following every sub-division, an example developed for 
aviation is shown in Figure 1, reproduced from ICAO documentation [1].  
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Figure 1 – ICAO Fault-tree to certify SBAS use for aviation APV / CAT-I approach procedures. 

It is unfortunate that the maritime world does not have an equivalent top-down fault-tree 
analysis of navigation risks stemming from an allowed Target Level of Safety (TLS). Such a 
formal safety case for maritime is more challenging than aviation as regulatory aspects are 
less tightly controlled and specific navigation solutions are generally not mandatory carriage 
on vessels. Hence, this analysis will have to construct its own continuity and integrity 
‘branches’ from the risk requirements that are known. 
 
The following apportionment is proposed for the continuity budget of 5x10-5 per epoch: 
 

• 1x10-5 risk due to false-alarms from RAIM. 
• Small (negligible) probability due to hardware / software issues. 
• The remainder (4x10-5) due to true-alarms in the GNSS component, which can then 

be further divided into: 
o 4.17x10-7 probability of failure in the GNSS segment. Defined in the GPS SPS 

document1 as ‘major satellite failures’ these occur at a frequency of 3 per year, 
or 10-5 per service hour, equal to 4.17x10-7 per 150s epoch. 

o The remaining risk is apportioned to local integrity threats. This aspect of the 
budget is uncertain, as the risks have not fully been studied yet. Whether or not 
the total continuity risk budget exceeds the requirement depends on this 
aspect being below the 3.96x10-5 remainder. 

 
1 The allocation is here based on GPS failure statistics. It may in future be modified for multi-constellation GNSS 
failure statistics in which control segment failures appear to be a significant risk, but for which a single satellite 
failure is more likely to be successfully excluded by multi-constellation FDE and hence an alarm is less likely to 
occur. 
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This is quite a conservative risk-allocation, since the component that can be directly 
controlled (false-alarm rate) is given a relatively small fraction of the total continuity budget. 
It is assumed that most of the red-light events (80% of them) will be due to correct detection 
of navigation faults not excluded from the navigation solution. 
 

 
Figure 2 - Maritime continuity fault-tree ‘branch’ allocating per-epoch risk. 

 
The green boxes in Figure 2 indicate how each allocation will be met by the system. Some 
uncertainty remains about the frequency with which local faults will occur in the GNSS 
component when used in a maritime context. If this component exceeds the budgeted 
allocation, additional continuity-preserving techniques will be required such as increased 
capability of fault-detection with exclusion (FDE) or resilient backup systems. 
 
Having set the continuity risk-budget, the detection-thresholds can be determined which 
yield the required false-alarm rates. It is then up to the receiver to determine whether these 
thresholds yield adequate detection-probabilities from RAIM and interference-detection. 
 
The following apportionment is proposed for the integrity budget of 1.667x10-6 per epoch: 
 

• Small (negligible) component due to hardware / software failure in the equipment. 
• 8.33x10-7 risk allocated to fault-free operation. 
• 8.33x10-7 risk allocated due to all faulted-state hazards not detected by RAIM.  
 

This allocation is indicated in Figure 3. 
 
The failures in the GNSS space-segment and due to local faults, that are a risk to continuity 
(as above) are also a risk to integrity unless they are detected by RAIM. The ratio between the 
rate of failures (4x 10-5) and the required integrity risk (8.17x10-7) determines the missed-
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detection probability which the RAIM algorithm must achieve (~2%). This guides the 
algorithm design and indicates the level of sophistication needed in the RAIM processing. 
Ultimately, this informs the magnitude of the protection level needed to maintain safety. 
 
Again the coloured boxes in Figure 3 show how each component is met. The only unknown is 
whether the rate of local faults exceeds the amount budgeted. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Integrity fault-tree ‘branch’ allocating per-epoch integrity risk. 

 

1.2.2 Signal Reception Issues with Integrity/Continuity Budgets 

It is uncertain whether the proposed budget setup of section 1.2.1 will provide adequate 
integrity and continuity performance. The main issue is that the severity of the multi-path / 
NLOS threat in the marine environment is poorly classified. In particular, it is not known if it 
causes the rate of alarms to exceed the assumed allocation of about 4x10-5. 
 
The design of the RAIM algorithm will also be dependent on this probability – in particular the 
ratio between rate of faults (~4x10-5) and subsequent integrity risk (~8x10-7) gives the missed-
detection probability which the algorithm must achieve (~2%). The Maritime RAIM (MRAIM) 
algorithm described in MarRINav report D3 [7] is designed with the aim of meeting this need, 
although further research is required. 
 
Fault-detection with exclusion (FDE) can in some cases mitigate the effect of an integrity-
alarm by attempting to determine which measurement data is faulty, and re-computing the 
position solution with the erroneous data deliberately excluded (see Sections 1.5.2 and 2 
below regarding FDE implications for integrity and an FDE technical description respectively). 
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If the new solution then passes the integrity tests, a green light can be shown. Even though a 
fault has occurred, it has been excluded from the solution and does not harm the continuity 
of the resulting position fix. However, specifying a minimum performance for FDE is not a 
simple task. 
 
The local faults are expected to be dominated by the occurrence of large multi-path errors, 
in particular when in combination with obscuration of the direct signal (NLOS). Some study 
will be required to determine the risks associated with signal obscuration and multi-path for 
typical GNSS antenna installations on vessels. To this end, a number of projects have been 
proposed (including in ESA’s NAVISP Element 1) which will conduct data collection and 
analysis of multi-path. 
 
A very benign multi-path environment might actually reveal that the requirements can be 
met without FDE or RAIM. If local-faults are found to be extremely rare then the receiver 
would have no need of a RAIM algorithm. This is unlikely to be true in most cases, however, 
and it is expected that receiver integrity monitoring is a necessity. 
 
Augmentations such as SBAS can help by detecting GNSS system-level faults and mitigating 
this component of risk, but the augmentation itself may incur a rate of false-alarm and so may 
harm the continuity performance of the solution. System-level faults may not be the biggest 
integrity threat to the receiver, however, and so the usefulness of augmentation may be 
limited. The decision of how best to employ GNSS augmentation in conjunction with Dual 
Frequency Multi Constellation (DFMC) receivers requires careful thought and budgeting of 
both continuity and integrity risks. Preliminary ideas on the approach to this are outlined in 
Section 1.4 
 
Another possibility might also be true – if the multi-path and NLOS events are extremely 
common, even a sophisticated FDE algorithm may not be sufficient. If GNSS alone cannot 
guarantee the required continuity then a backup system, which is dissimilar to GNSS, will be 
needed to take-over when the primary system is unavailable. The need for Resilient PNT 
should be derived from the continuity performance gap between what a GNSS receiver can 
reasonably deliver, and the user-level requirements. 
 

1.3 R-Factor Inclusion of Backup Systems for Resilient PNT 

The IMO Multi-System Receiver (MSR) concept allows for an integrated GNSS receiver, which 
also takes data from terrestrial navigation systems (eLoran, R-Mode) and other on-board 
navigation sensors such as the speed-log and gyrocompass. If for any reason GNSS is not 
available (due to interference, jamming, or an integrity alarm) the MSR can continue to output 
a navigation solution derived from the navigation backup systems it has available. By 
integrating GNSS with other dissimilar navigation systems, it is possible to improve the 
resiliency of satellite navigation to periods of disruption by allowing the position-fixing 
functionality to fall back to the alternate system(s) when the ship is within service coverage 
of shore-based infrastructure. Depending on which alternate systems are used, different 
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levels of performance and hold-over times are available. Whichever backup system is 
employed, this will create a Resilient PNT system that will allow the mariner to continue his 
intended operation through primary system (GNSS) outage or degradation. 
  
The ability of the MSR to continue operating, and outputting a solution even if the primary 
system is unavailable means that the integrated system provides the better user-level 
continuity performance than the GNSS sub-system alone. The integration of backup systems 
in the MSR may be alternatively viewed as providing a continuity “credit”. The continuity 
performance of the combined GNSS and backup systems will be better than the continuity 
performance of GNSS alone. This difference defines the “credit” the backup provides, and is 
used to define a resiliency factor (R-factor) associated with the backup system. 
 
If a large R-factor is needed then a sophisticated backup system is required; if the R-factor is 
small, a simple or lower-performing backup is acceptable. The R-factor provides a way of 
determining backup system performance requirements and can be related to backup 
continuity and integrity performance, as described below. 
 
The user’s continuity requirement stands at 5x10-5 risk per epoch such that the rate of alarms 
from the integrated resilient PNT system ( 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑇) must be less than the requirement 
(𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞), thus: 

 
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞 ≥  𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑇 

 
Whenever the primary (GNSS) system raises an alarm, the MSR switches to the backup. The 
R-factor is defined as the proportion of time the MSR is dependent entirely on the backup 
system, which equates to the probability of the primary system raising an alarm: 
 

𝑅 = 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝐺𝑁𝑆𝑆 
 
The integrated RPNT system only raises a user-warning alarm if both the GNSS and backup 
systems are unavailable, the probability of the integrated system raising an alarm is given as: 
 

𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑇 = 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝐺𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝 = 𝑅𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝 

 
The aim is to design the backup system such that the continuity requirement is just met: 
 

𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑇 = 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞  

 
The continuity “credit” (𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡) is defined as being the difference between the required 
alarm-rate in the integrated whole, and the alarm-rate for the GNSS component.  
 

𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 = 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝐺𝑁𝑆𝑆 − 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑇 
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𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 = 𝑅 − 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞 =
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞

𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝
− 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞 (

1 − 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝

𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝
) 

 
Depending on the required continuity credit, we can determine what the alarm-risk in the 
backup system must be. This determines the continuity RNP for the backup system. 
 
If it is determined that a credit of 4.5x10-4 is required, we derive that a backup system with R-
factor 0.05% is needed, and this yields a modest alarm-risk from the backup system of about 
10%. The continuity-risk fault-tree analysis for an example with the R-factor of 0.05% is shown 
in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4 - Continuity fault-tree with example R-PNT backup system with R-factor 0.05%. 

The reliability of the chosen backup system depends on the amount of credit that needs to 
be added to the GNSS budget.  
 
A similar analysis can be done on the integrity budget to define an integrity requirement for 
the backup system.  
 
The integrity (𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) of the combined primary and backup system can be calculated as a 
weighted sum of the GNSS integrity (𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑆𝑆) and backup system integrity (𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝), depending 

on the R-factor: 
  

𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = (1 − 𝑅) 𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑆𝑆 + 𝑅 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝 

 
The amount of integrity-risk contributed by the backup system (𝐼𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑇) is weighted according 
to its duty-cycle, the proportion of time that the backup is required to bridge GNSS outages. 
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If a small amount (5x10-8) of the total integrity-budget is ring-fenced and apportioned to the 
backup system, then with the R-factor of 0.05%, the derived requirement is: 
  

𝑅 𝐼𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑇 < 5 × 10−8 
  

𝐼𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑇 < 10−4 
 
Depending on how much integrity risk is ring-fenced, and the duty cycle (R), the integrity 
performance of the backup system does not need to be as high as the primary (GNSS) system.  
 
A simple method for determining Resilient PNT backup-system requirements is shown in 
Figure 5. The key aspects of this integrity apportionment are: 
 

• Apportion the continuity-budget allowing for known risks and also allocating false-
alarm budgets. 

• Determine the amount of continuity-credit needed to meet the requirements. 
• Find the R-factor which delivers this credit. 
• Continuity-risk of the backup system is given by 5x10-5 / R 
• Integrity risk of the backup system is given by 5x10-8 / R 

 

 
Figure 5 – Example Integrity Fault-Tree with R-PNT backup, R-factor 0.05%. 

 
 
In a loose way, R can be considered to be related to a measure of the fraction of the integrated 
system performance that the backup delivers. For a small R-factor, the requirements are 
easier to meet, and a simpler backup system is needed. For a larger R-factor, a much more 
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sophisticated backup is needed, such that in the limit that R approaches 100% the backup 
must equal or exceed GNSS performance, as shown in Table 1.  
 

Continuity 

Credit Needed 

R-Factor Backup’s Continuity 

risk / epoch 

Backup’s Integrity 

risk / epoch 

+4.995x10-2   5% 0.1% 10-7  

+9.95x10-3   1% 0.5% 5x10-6  

+4.95x10-3   0.5% 1% 10-5   

+9.5x10-4   0.1% 5% 5x10-4  

+4.5x10-4   0.05% 10% 10-4  

+5x10-5   0.01% 50% 5x10-3  
Table 1 - Continuity Credit, Required R-Factors & backup system performance requirements 

 
Integrity-risk of the combined GNSS and backup system is still defined according to the same 
HAL, so effectively the same accuracy requirements are demanded (~10m, 95%) although for 
systems with a very small R-factor the integrity-risk at the HAL is greatly reduced. Given the 
characteristics of the available backup technologies, such accuracy demands may only be 
achievable over localised geographic areas of higher navigation risk within higher-capability 
backup service coverage or where dedicated short-range high-precision positioning 
infrastructure might be provided (e.g. in ports). 
 

1.4 Preliminary Approach to Apportionment Model for Inclusion of SBAS 

The analysis within Sections 1.2 and 1.3 above assumed no SBAS element of the user level 
integrity system. This section briefly indicates an example of the approach to the inclusion of 
SBAS, along with resilient PNT backup alternate systems and a facility for jamming/spoofing 
detection, all integrated within a future Multi-System Receiver (MSR). This area requires 
further research beyond MarRINav Stage 1 and this section is only indicative of an approach. 
 
It is currently unknown what level of risk pertains to jamming or interference in different 
operational environments of the maritime domain. The risk of unmitigated jamming would 
depend on the quality of the detector (its missed-detection probability) and the probability 
that jamming is actually present at any particular time. Effectively this means that the design-
requirements for the noise / jamming detector are dependent on how likely noise / jamming 
events are expected to be. It therefore cannot be determined what the detection-system will 
look like (or even if a jamming-detector is needed at all) until the risk of jamming in the marine 
environment is better understood. 

1.4.1 Continuity with inclusion of SBAS 

SBAS may be expected to have a lower false alarm rate than RAIM because it utilises reference 
receivers at known locations with high quality clocks. However, RAIM is likely to be needed 
to detect the failure modes that SBAS cannot. If these failures are much higher probability 
than those detected by SBAS, then the RAIM false alarm rate would be expected to be largely 
unchanged by the inclusion of SBAS and the continuity would be expected to remain very 
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similar. However, if SBAS-supported failure modes were to be more likely, then the RAIM 
Integrity risk could be increased, lowering the RAIM false alarm rate. 
 
The approach to a continuity risk apportionment is outlined, using a total continuity budget 
of 5x10-5 from section 1.2 above. 
 
The fault-tree in Figure 6 outlines the approach to how the top-level continuity risk may be 
apportioned. The yellow / green coloured boxes indicate how each aspect of apportionment 
is shown to be met. 
 
The diagram also indicates how three potentially separate pieces of hardware would be 
integrated into a Multi-System Receiver (MSR) such that the integrated output of the MSR 
meets the performance requirements.  

 

Figure 6 – Continuity fault-tree with inclusion of SBAS within MSR 

 

1.4.2 Integrity with inclusion of SBAS 

The following apportionment of the integrity budget is outlined, using a total integrity budget 
of 10-5 per 15-minutes (equivalent to 1.667x10-6 per 150s epoch), from section 1.2 above. 
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Figure 7 illustrates an example of an approach to the integrity-risk allocation with the 
inclusion of SBAS. It should be noted that the diagram indicates how individual risks are sub-
divided between different pieces of equipment within the MSR, with SBAS integrated as a 
component of the MSR. The integrity budget is reasonably apportioned over the integrity 
fault-tree such that most of the integrity budget is allocated to the primary GNSS system, 
ultimately leading to a RAIM requirement of 0.2% missed-detection. 

 

 

Figure 7 – Integrity Fault-Tree apportionment with inclusion of SBAS 

 

As explained in section 1.4.1, if the results of survey of the environmental threats to GNSS 
indicate that the risk value (4x10-4) of the faulted state should need to be changed, then there 
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will be consequences for the integrity-risk allocation and the quality of the RAIM algorithm 
needed. 

 

1.5 Direction of Future Maritime Integrity Research 

1.5.1 Steps towards Integrity/Continuity at User Level 

Maritime is critically dependent on GNSS, not only for providing the navigator with electronic 
position fixing but the technology also supports many of the ship’s systems and also aids to 
navigation. The IMO e-Navigation initiative to improve electronic connectivity on-board ships, 
and between vessels and the shore, will add additional services which will also make use of 
vessel’s reported position, increasing the dependency on GNSS. The drive toward increased 
automation in the industry will only place further burdens on the reliability of satellite-derived 
position fixing at sea. 
 
The current set of regulations [3, 22] to specify the performance of electronic position-fixing 
may be considered inadequate since they do not cover the user’s receiver and the local 
environment around the vessel. Positioning performance may be worse than the system-level 
regulations [3] indicate, and the navigator would not be notified. It is proposed (in Section 
3.2.1) that a user-level performance requirement be stipulated to govern the electronic 
position-fix derived from the vessel’s on-board navigation receiver. This specification 
determines performance in two key areas: 
 

1. Integrity: The navigator must be warned if the error on the fix is likely to exceed 
the HAL (25m). The probability of HMI shall be less than 10-5 per 15-minute 
operation. 

2. Continuity: If the solution is currently available to the user, it shall remain so for the 
next 15-minutes with probability not less than 99.97%. 

 
Further activity (recommended in Section 3.2.1) will be needed to convince the international 
community of the need for new regulations, and to approach the formal adoption of the 
proposed figures. 
 
Breaking down the requirements into per-epoch “snapshot” risk probabilities begins to 
address how both continuity and integrity are to be provided by a receiver autonomous 
integrity process. 
 
The particular hazards of the marine environment are mainly background radio-noise, 
interference, and the likelihood of multi-path and NLOS errors on the pseudo-range 
measurements. The rate of occurrence of these hazards is currently an unknown and should 
be investigated to support the design of suitable mitigation measures (GNSS antenna 
placement, RAIM algorithms, multi-system integration etc.). The solution depends on 
knowing precisely the nature of the threats. 
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From the analysis, it is concluded that the following elements require further research and 
exploration of associated international regulatory actions: 
 

• It is likely that the maritime receiver will need to implement a RAIM algorithm to 
detect local pseudorange measurement faults. The required missed-detection 
performance of this algorithm will depend on how common the faults are. 

• Monitoring of the levels of background radio-noise and interference (jamming) 
may also be necessary as threats which affect all satellites in solution are not 
reliably detectable using RAIM. 

• If the frequency of GNSS integrity alarms is expected to be high then fault-
detection with exclusion (FDE) may be required as an inherent part of RAIM to 
preserve continuity. However, FDE incurs significant complexity in the 
determination of integrity risk and this is discussed further in section 1.5.2. 

• If threats to continuity are particularly severe, beyond the capability of FDE to 
exclude individual satellites or when GNSS has to be entirely excluded, then 
integration of GNSS with dissimilar backup navigation systems and sensors can 
mitigate the risk. Depending on how much continuity “credit” is needed to meet 
the user’s performance requirements, the quality of the backup system can be 
derived. 

• A single parameter (the R-factor) should be formalised that equates the duty-cycle 
of the backup R-PNT system to the required performance parameters of the 
system. In practice, the integrated system RNP and the R-factor may need to be 
location dependent, responding to the nature of local faults. For example, it is 
believed that eLoran is capable of supporting an R-factor of about 0.5%-1%. 

• Augmentation such as DGPS or SBAS may prove useful in improving accuracy and 
assisting receiver integrity algorithms, but dual-frequency multi-constellation 
(DFMC) receivers, implementing suitable RAIM algorithms such as MRAIM) may 
be able to meet the requirements stand-alone. 

 
It is required to obtain certain empirical figures, potentially through measurement and 
verification campaigns, before sensible design decisions can be finalised. In particular these 
are: 
 

• The severity of multi-path for a typical GNSS antenna installed on a marine vessel. 
This includes the derivation of an appropriate error distribution.  

• Derivation of realistic probability of this distribution failing to provide a bound on 
the measurement error. Events such as NLOS reception of a reflected GNSS signal 
are expected to contribute significant un-bounded multi-path error. 

• The risk due to elevated noise levels; jamming; or spoofing to a marine vessel 
engaged in typical duties in a variety of environments. 

 
These risks may be location or operation-specific, demanding that different backup systems 
are needed to augment GNSS in different geographic areas and/or phases of a voyage. A 
large-scale study of threats to GNSS signal-reception in the marine environment is 
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recommended in order to establish the required R-factor for the backup PNT systems, and to 
confirm the design of suitable RAIM algorithms such as MRAIM. In practice, maritime required 
navigation performance (RNP) needs to be addressed in a location-based or operation-
specific way in order that backup infrastructure is deployed where it is most needed. 

1.5.2 Future Implications of FDE on Integrity and Continuity   

The effect of integrating a GNSS receiver with resilient backup navigation technology has been 
discussed in terms of the effect on the continuity and integrity performance of the integrated 
system. It is assumed that the GNSS component will implement RAIM to autonomously 
detect, and warn the user against employing, hazardous navigation solutions. This achieves a 
fault detection (FD) process, which protects the navigator from the negative effects of 
measurement faults. 
 
A very powerful technique is fault detection with exclusion (FDE). Following FD, the receiver 
may be able to identify which measurement is at fault, and eliminate it from solution. If the 
resulting reduced subset solution then passes the RAIM integrity test, the receiver can output 
a safe GNSS solution since the fault has been excluded. Section 2.3.2.1 provides further 
technical description of the FDE process. 
 
Potentially, FDE greatly improves the continuity performance of the GNSS component of the 
MSR as it prevents integrity alarms being raised every time a fault occurs. 
 
Determining the integrity and continuity performance of a receiver able to perform FDE 
introduces significant complexity. To illustrate this, first consider the relatively simple 
situation in the FD receiver: 
 

• Every time an alarm is raised by mistake, this counts as a loss of continuity. Every time 
a measurement fault occurs, this also counts as a loss of continuity (since from a 
continuity perspective, it is conservatively assumed that all faults cause alarms). 
Continuity risk is therefore the sum total of fault probability and false alarm 
probability. 

• Every time a fault occurs which causes the navigation error to exceed the Horizontal 
Alert Limit (HAL), and if this fault is not detected by the FD process, this constitutes 
Hazardously Misleading Information (HMI). The integrity risk is the probability of HMI 
occurring. 

 
Now consider the increased complexity of the situation for a receiver employing FDE. The 
determination of continuity is more involved, as a continuity outage occurs every time: 
 

• An alarm is raised by mistake, the receiver attempts to exclude “faulty” data and 
another alarm is raised. This secondary alarm can be either: 

o Another mistake, which is quite likely since the conditions that caused the 
original false alarm (perhaps pseudo-range measurements that are 
mismatched entirely by chance) are likely still to be present in the reduced 
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subset solution, since the majority of pseudo-range measurements are the 
same. 

o Alternatively, the measurements eliminated have reduced the accuracy of the 
solution (perhaps by raising HDOP) such that the HPL has increased beyond 
the HAL. The solution is then rejected, as it does not achieve the required level 
of integrity performance. 

o If the receiver can’t determine which measurements are faulty (or has already 
eliminated too many measurements) then it may not be able to achieve FDE 
and must then raise the alarm. 

o It is also necessary to consider “tertiary alarms” etc. as additional rounds of 
FDE are attempted following repeated alarms. 
 

• A fault has occurred, and the RAIM algorithm has detected this fault and attempted 
exclusion. Following exclusion, another alarm is raised. Again the secondary alarm can 
be due to: 
 

o A false alarm if the faulty measurements are correctly excluded, again this is 
entirely due to random chance. 

o Another alarm due to the fact that not all the faulty measurements were 
eliminated from solution. 

o Another alarm due to the fact that entirely the wrong measurements were 
eliminated from solution and the fault remains. 

o If too many measurements have been removed from solution, and HDOP and 
navigation error have increased then the HPL may be raised above the HAL. 

o Again, the effect of subsequent “tertiary alarms” etc. that result following a 
second attempted exclusion also have to be considered. 

 
The determination of integrity risk of FDE is also non-trivial. HMI occurs if a fault happens, 
and either: 
 

• It is not detected by the original FD process and causes the error to exceed the HAL 
(which is the same as regular FD-RAIM integrity risk). 

• The fault is detected, and exclusion is attempted and either: 
o Faulty measurement data is removed, but the original fault existed on several 

measurements simultaneously, and some faulty measurement data remains in 
solution, causing the error to exceed the HAL and is not detected by a 
subsequent attempt at FD. 

o An entirely wrong set of measurements are eliminated from solution, the 
subset solution contains faults that cause the error to exceed the HAL, and 
these are not detected. This is likely if the original fault was only marginally 
detectable (high rate of missed-detection). With some of the original 
measurements removed from solution, the capability of subsequent FD 
attempts may be severely reduced. 
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o It also needs to be considered that the result (“pass” / “fail”) of subsequent 
post-exclusion FD attempts is very highly correlated with the original all-in-
view FD process. This is because the majority of pseudo-ranges in the reduced 
subset solution are common to the all-in-view solution. As above, if the fault 
detection capability of the process on the original all-in-view solution was 
quite marginal, it cannot always be assumed that subsequent FD attempts will 
be successful. 

 
To determine the continuity or integrity risk performance of a receiver capable of employing 
FDE requires calculations which consider all of the “what if?” conditions described above. 
Risks are incurred not only due to each of the different kinds of fault that can occur, but also 
all of the different decisions the receiver can make following an alarm (deciding which 
measurements to exclude). Many of these risk calculations are highly correlated since the 
post-exclusion reduced subset solution contains many of the pseudo-ranges used in the 
original all-in-view solution. 
 
An additional statistic is required – the original FD process used a test statistic with a set 
threshold to determine whether or not a fault had occurred. Following detection of a fault, it 
is necessary to determine which type of fault is most likely to have happened. A fault 
identification statistic is required – this is a measure of the likelihood of the fault being of a 
certain kind. Again, several different methods are available for determining this, but a generic 
descriptive analysis of this problem is provided here. 
 
FDE continuity and integrity analysis depends on whether this identification statistic has 
correctly identified the problem, and the risk of a miss-identification. Analysis follows the 
different cases outlined above, considering both the risks to continuity (successive false 
alarms or failed exclusions) and integrity (incorrect identification of a fault). 
 
Continuity and integrity analysis has to follow different approaches pre- and post-exclusion. 
Pre-exclusion risks are as the simple FD case – a fault may be present, and either it may be 
missed by the test-statistic (integrity risk), or the alarm may be raised unnecessarily 
(continuity risk). Following a detection event, however, the analysis is different – the integrity 
risk is now whether the fault has been correctly identified and excluded, the continuity risk is 
whether the alarm is still raised post-exclusion. 
 
As a result of this, decisions such as setting the detection threshold pre-exclusion, and 
evaluating the integrity performance of the system, are inherently bound up with the various 
“what if” questions post-exclusion. The receiver may be required to perform a considerable 
amount of analysis of each navigation solution, whether or not FDE is attempted. For this 
reason, receiver standardisation has usually assumed only FD capability when specifying 
performance benchmarks (such as how to set the fault detection threshold and how to 
calculate a protection level) and has left FDE capability unaddressed. Achieving FDE in the 
receiver is itself complex, but specifying performance requirements for FDE is a much, much 
more complex problem. For now, this is left as a subject for further research. 
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2 Resilient Integration Architectures for Maritime PNT 

This section proposes resilient approaches to multisensor integration for maritime 
positioning, navigation and timing (PNT). The work of Dr Paul Groves of University College 
London (UCL), arranged under contract with UCL Consultants for MarRINav Stage 1, is 
acknowledged here as the major contribution to Sections 2 and 3. 
 

2.1 Capabilities of PNT Technologies against Requirements 

This section summarises the background in terms of the technologies considered and 
potential user requirements. Section 2.2 then reviews what is needed to achieve resilience, 
beginning with a discussion on minimising errors under normal operation, considering each 
technology in turn. The different classes of failure and threat modes are then considered, 
including how to detect the fault/threat, how to isolate it from the navigation solution and 
how to continue operation in the presence of the fault/threat. Here, the different 
technologies are discussed together. The section then concludes with a summary of 
integration requirements. 
 
Section 2.3 begins with a general introduction to integration architectures, then describes 
methods of providing resilience against faults. A specific approach for resilient maritime 
navigation is then proposed. Section 2.4 then summarises the main recommendations. 
 
In terms of scope, this study considers the oceanic, coastal and port approach phases of 
navigation. It does not consider navigation within ports as a different technical solution based 
on high-precision (better than 1 m), short-range (less than 2 km) technology, such as Locata, 
is required for this. 

2.1.1 Technologies Considered 

For the purpose of this study, ships are assumed to be equipped with the following PNT 
technologies [4, 8]: 
 

• Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), receiving signals from all global 
constellations on at least two frequencies [9] 

• Long range navigation (eLoran), assuming the SAE9990 standard [10] 

• VHF Data Exchange System (VDES) ranging mode (R-mode) [11], noting that VDES is 
the successor to Automatic Identification System (AIS)  

• Medium frequency (MF) beacon R-mode [11], noting that this is not currently being 
considered for implementation by the UK and Ireland, but may be used by some 
neighbouring countries, so ships would still need to be able to receive the signals 

• Coherent (or new technology (NT)) radar ranging to enhanced radar beacons 
(eRacons) and to passive targets, including retroreflectors and opportunistic map 
matching [12, 13, 14] 

• Doppler velocity log (DVL) and/or a 2D correlation velocity log (CVL), also known as an 
acoustic correlation log [15, 16, 17] 
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• Inertial measurement unit (IMU) used as an inertial navigation system (INS) [18], 
assuming tactical grade and noting that this is an additional sensor, not a replacement 
for a DVL/CVL 

• Mechanical gyrocompass [19, 20] (not a “strapdown gyrocompass”) 

• Magnetic compass [21] 

• Coherent radar dead reckoning by comparing successive images and/or successive 
range measurements to eRacons and passive targets at unknown locations. 

 
A capability to generate star fixes and optical bearings to landmarks is also assumed, but these 
would only be used as a last resort when no other absolute positioning techniques are 
available; note that star fix accuracy is unlikely to be better than about a kilometre.  

2.1.2 User Requirements 

There are currently four documents considered here that provide potential user 
requirements for resilient maritime PNT [4]. These are: 
 

• International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Resolution A.915, pertaining to GNSS 
(IMO, 2001) [22] 

• International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Resolution A.1046, pertaining to a generic 
worldwide radio navigation system (IMO, 2011) [23] 

• International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities 
(IALA) Recommendation R-129 (IALA, 2012) [24]. 

• International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Resolution MSC.401, pertaining to multi-
system shipborne radio navigation receivers (IMO, 2015) [3] 

• The European Radio Navigation Plan (ERNP) (European Commission, 2018) [25] 
 
Note that IMO A.915 applies specifically to GNSS, while IALA R-129 applies to backup technologies. Also, the ERNP maritime 

requirements are largely based on IMO A.1046.  

Table 2 summarises the different accuracy, integrity and continuity requirements for different 
phases of navigation, noting that IMO resolution MSC.401 simply refers to resolution A.1046.  
 

Phase Standard Accuracy 
(95%) 

Integrity (Limit 
and risk) 

Continuity (Availability 
and time interval) 

All IMO A.915 10 m 25 m, 10−
5  

Ocean IALA R-129 1000 m 2500 m, 10−
4  

Ocean IMO A.1046/ ERNP 100 m  99.97%, 15 min 

Coastal IALA R-129 100 m 250 m, 10−
4  

Coastal IMO A.1046/ ERNP 10 m  99.97%, 15 min 

Port Approach/ 
Inland Waterways 

IALA R-129 10 m 25 m, 10−
4 99.97%, 15 min 

Port Approach IMO A.1046/ ERNP 1 m  99.97%, 15 min 

Within port IMO A.915 1 m 2.5 m, 10−
5 99.97%, 3 hours 

Within port IALA R-129 1 m 2.5 m, 10−
4 99.97%, 15 min 

 
Table 2 - Summary of user requirements for maritime positioning. 
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In general, coastal denotes within 92.6 km of land, while oceanic denotes further than 92.6 
km from land, though areas beyond 92.6 km where hazards of traffic separation systems exist 
can also be classified as coastal. The limits of port approach vary between individual ports. 
Table 3 then groups these into 6 sets of requirements, against which selected PNT 
technologies are then compared, based on the performance identified in [8]. Thus, there is a 
realistic chance of meeting the IMO A.915 requirements for GNSS and the IALA R-129 
requirements for backup technologies, but not the IMO A.1046/ ERNP requirements unless 
their continuity requirement can be met using GNSS alone. 
 
Requirement set (arbitrary numbers) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Accuracy (95%) 1000 m 100 m 100 m 10 m 10 m 10 m 

Integrity Limit with 10−
4 risk 2500 m 250 m 250 m 25 m 25 m 25 m 

Distance from coast Any <100 km Any <10 km <100 km Any 

GNSS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Differential eLoran  No Yes Note 1 Yes Note 3 No 
Differential eLoran with VDES R No Yes Note 1 Yes Note 3 No 

eLoran  No Yes Note 1 No No No 

eLoran with VDES R-mode No Yes Note 1 No No No 
MF, VDES or MF/VDES R-mode No Note 1 No No No No 

Coherent radar ranging with DR No No No Note 2 No No 

Dead Reckoning (DR) for 15 min Yes Yes Yes No No No 
Dead Reckoning (DR) for 3 hours Yes No No No No No 

DR + Star Tracker Yes No No No No No 

Note 1: Theoretically possible, but impractical to achieve this level of coverage. 
Note 2: Subject to maturity of the technology 
Note 3: Requirements are met within 30 km of the coast, but not in the 30-100 km range 

Table 3 - Comparison of selected PNT technologies with various user requirements. 

 
The technologies considered in the summary comparison presented in Table 3 are those listed 
in section 2.1.1. The listed technologies that specifically contribute to Dead Reckoning (DR) 
are: 
 

• Doppler velocity log (DVL) and/or a 2D correlation velocity log (CVL), also known as an 
acoustic correlation log; 

• Inertial measurement unit (IMU) used as an inertial navigation system (INS), assuming 
tactical grade  i.e. an IMU costing in the order of £18,000; 

• Mechanical gyrocompass; 
• Magnetic compass; 
• Coherent radar dead reckoning by comparing successive images and/or successive 

range measurements to eRacons and passive targets at unknown locations. 
  
The indicative performance shown in Table 3 accounts for any combination of the above DR 
technologies, using the methods of integration described later in section 2.3.3.  Hence the 
indicated performance covers methods such as Tightly Coupled integration of GNSS with an 
IMU and DVL and is consistent with the findings of Reference [32] . These results derive from 
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a previous study in 2017 undertaken by University College London on behalf of the GLA and 
reported in Reference [8].” 
 

2.2 Achieving Resilience 

This section reviews the error sources and failure modes that impact maritime PNT 
technology and how they might be mitigated in order to minimise the error in the integrated 
navigation system. Section 2.2.1 reviews the errors that occur under normal operation, 
considering each technology in turn. Sections 2.2.2 to 2.2.12 review the following failure 
modes: 
 

• User equipment hardware failure 

• User equipment software failure 

• Infrastructure hardware or software failure at individual transmitters or transponders 

• Infrastructure control centre hardware or software failure 

• Infrastructure unavailable 

• Jamming and interference 

• Spoofing 

• Weak signal 

• Database error 

• Other model violations (typically unusual signal propagation that the processing 
software does not account for) 

• Human error 
 
For each failure mode, how to detect the failure, how to isolate it from the navigation solution 
and how to continue operation in the presence of the failure are discussed in turn. In general, 
the different technologies are discussed together. Section 2.2.13 then summarises the 
requirements for the design of the integration architecture, based on this study. 

2.2.1 Errors under Normal Operation 

GNSS, eLoran, MF R-mode, VDES, radar, DVL/CVL, inertial navigation, the gyrocompass and 
the magnetic compass are considered in turn, considering biases, noise and geometry where 
relevant. 

2.2.1.1 GNSS 

A multiconstellation dual-frequency GNSS receiver with a properly-installed high-quality 
antenna should always be able to achieve an accuracy within 10m (95%) in the absence of 
faults. 

2.2.1.2 eLoran 

eLoran signals are subject to spatially and temporally varying biases of hundreds of metres 
due to variation in the signal propagation speed. Using databases of the spatial variations 
(known as additional secondary factors (ASFs)), this can be reduced to tens of metres, 
potentially less than 30m where the signal geometry is good. Differential eLoran can eliminate 
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most of the temporal variation, but receivers must be within about 30 km of the reference 
station to bring the total eLoran positioning error to within 10m (95%). Thus, this is a practical 
approach for port approach, but not coastal waters beyond 30 km from the coast. 
 
Where differential corrections are not available, GNSS could potentially be used to estimate 
the temporal bias variation, enabling 10m (95%) accuracy to be achieved from eLoran in the 
immediate aftermath of a GNSS outage. Further research is needed to determine for how 
long such bias estimates might be valid. 
 
Noise limits the accuracy of a stand-alone filtered eLoran position solution to 5-10m (95%). 
The effect of noise on the position solution can be reduced further by extending the time 
constant of the filter. However, this can introduce a dynamics response lag, degrading the 
accuracy, so the filter time constant has to be a compromise between noise reduction and 
dynamics response. Using dead reckoning to measure the dynamics should therefore enable 
a longer time constant to be used, reducing the impact of noise on positioning performance.  
 
An integrated eLoran-dead reckoning solution should thus be more accurate, potentially 
extending the range from the reference station within which a 10m (95%) positioning 
accuracy can be achieved with differential corrections. Again, further research is needed to 
investigate this. Performance will also depend on the stability of the receiver clock. 
Another factor impacting eLoran positioning accuracy is signal geometry. As eLoran uses one-
way ranging, positioning performance is particularly vulnerable to poor signal geometry as it 
this makes it difficult to separately observe the position and time. For good geometry the 

lines of sight to the eLoran transmitters should subtend at least 180 and geometries 

subtending less than 90 might not be viable at all. Installing additional transmitters to 
improve the geometry is expensive and may require the cooperation of countries that do not 
support the use of eLoran. 
 
Augmenting eLoran with VDES offers a potential solution, but this either requires the VDES 
line of sight to be outside the arc subtended by the eLoran lines of sight or for VDES to support 
two-way ranging (see below) to provide an alternative means of separating out position and 
time. 

2.2.1.3 MF R-Mode 

MF R-mode exhibits similar error sources to eLoran. As the wavelength is about three times 
shorter, the bias-like errors should be correspondingly smaller. However, as the bandwidth is 
lower, the noise-like errors on modulation-based range measurements will be larger, which 
can make it more difficult to resolve the carrier wavelength ambiguity. This problem gets 
worse as the distance from the transmitter increases and thus the signal strength decreases. 
The eLoran signal is specifically designed to mitigate the effect of skywave interference on 
ranging accuracy. However, the MF beacon signals are not, which effectively limits the range 
of the beacons to a few tens of kilometres at night. Because of these problems, the MarRINav 
team does not recommend the installation of MF R-Mode transmitters. Solving both the 
skywave problem and the ambiguity problem would require a complete redesign of the MF 
beacon signal, including a switch from frequency division multiple access (FDMA) to time 
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division multiple access (TDMA) or code division multiple access (CDMA) to enable an increase 
in signal bandwidth. This would require the entire beacon network to switch signal 
simultaneously, rendering existing receivers of the MF differential GNSS corrections obsolete. 

2.2.1.4 VDES R-Mode 

As VDES operates at very high frequency (VHF) and the range is only a few tens of kilometres, 
bias-like errors should be negligible provided that the transmitters are properly synchronised 
to coordinated universal time (UTC). 
 
Noise-like errors will depend on the distance from the transmitter (via the signal strength) 
and on the proportion of the VDES duty cycle devoted to ranging; the more the better. As 
with eLoran, filtering will reduce the impact of noise on position accuracy at the expense of 
response to dynamics. Thus, better performance might be achievable by integrating VDES 
R-mode with dead reckoning and a stable receiver clock, depending on how the VDES R-mode 
noise compares with the DR errors. Further research is needed. 
 
Tropospheric scatter can cause multipath interference, which will increase with the distance 
from the transmitter. Whether its impact can be reduced by integration with dead reckoning 
depends on the how the correlation time of the multipath interference compares with the 
time constant of the sensor integration. 
 
If only one-way ranging is implemented, VDES positioning accuracy will be vulnerable to poor 
signal geometry (as discussed for eLoran above). Two-way ranging reduces (though does not 
eliminate) the impact of signal geometry and also enables one fewer transmitter to be used.  
 
However, it limits the number of users that can be supported at any one time as users have 
to be served one at a time instead of simultaneously. If receivers have sufficiently stable 
clocks, it should be possible to combine high-duty-cycle one-way ranging with lower-duty-
cycle two-way ranging, enabling more users to be served. 

2.1.1.5 Coherent Radar 

For eRacons, biases could potentially arise due to differences between the nominal and actual 
response times. Response times could also vary with the radar design, though signal 
standardisation maybe necessary for eRacons to work with coherent radar. Biases could 
potentially be calibrated using GNSS and shared between ships via a common database. Noise 
may also arise from jitter in the eRacon response time, which could potentially be smoothed 
out through integration with DR. A Racon can also fail to respond at all if it has just been 
interrogated by another ship. 
 
For passive radar targets, the centre of reflection may not correspond to the centre of mass 
and could potentially vary with the direction of illumination. Again, these biases could 
potentially be calibrated using GNSS and shared between ships via a common database. Rain 
and snow could also affect the centre of reflection. This is more difficult to calibrate as this 
constantly changes and targets will be in range for relatively short periods; thus calibration 
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opportunities are limited to calibrating targets immediately before loss of GNSS and using 
them immediately afterwards. 
 
A further problem, which can potentially result in large errors, is misidentification of targets, 
particularly passive targets. Radar clutter can cause one target may be mistaken for another 
or even clutter to be mistaken for a target. A classic Racon can also be misidentified due to 
the limited number of different identification codes in use. The likelihood of misidentification 
will depend on the algorithms used. There is a trade-off: a more cautious approach will reduce 
the misidentification rate at the expense of an increased missed detection rate. However, 
target visibility can already be poor. Misidentification therefore needs to be addressed by 
outlier detection algorithms. 
 
Errors due to coherent radar measurement noise are limited to one or two metres so there 
are limited opportunities to smooth this out by integrating with DR. 

2.2.1.6 DVL and CVL 

DVLs and CVLs both use sonar to measure velocity with respect to the water and/or ground. 
However, the DVL obtains velocity from the Doppler shift of the return signal while a CVL 
determines velocity by comparing the return signal received by multiple sensors. A ship may 
use one or more DVLs, one or more CVLs or a mixture of both types of sensor. 
 
A DVL can exhibit scale-factor errors as a result of beam misalignment with respect to the 
ship’s body and due to miscalibration of the speed of sound in water. Both can potentially be 
calibrated using GNSS and potentially other absolute positioning techniques, where available, 
noting that the speed of sound will change much more rapidly than the beam alignment. 
 
Both types of sensor measure velocity in the ship body frame. Pitching and rolling of the ship 
due to sea-state motion will cause errors in the transformation of the velocity measurements 
to the north, east and down axes needed for navigation. An IMU can be used to measure the 
pitch and roll motion, enabling this error to be fully compensated. However, as a CVL only 
measures velocity in two dimensions, it is not possible to obtain north and east velocity if the 
sensor is not level. However, this is not a problem if the CVL is used to correct an inertial 
velocity solution and/or used alongside a DVL. 
 
Integration with an IMU could also potentially reduce the impact of DVL/CVL measurement 
noise on the navigation solution, possibly depending on the quality of the inertial sensors. 
Further investigation of this is needed. 
 
In coastal areas, the water is usually sufficiently shallow for a DVL or CVL to measure velocity 
with respect to ground. These sensors can typically handle depths up to between 150m and 
300m. However, in many oceanic areas, they can only measure velocity with respect to the 
surrounding water. To obtain the velocity with respect to ground, the velocity of the water 
with respect to the sea bed needs to be determined. This can be measured using GNSS and 
other absolute positioning techniques where available. At the limit of bottom-tracking, it can 
also be determined by comparing the DVL/CVL measurements of velocity over ground and 
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velocity with respect to water. However, both types of calibration will fade as the ship moves 
and the water velocity changes. Wind and tidal forecasts could also potentially be used to 
estimate the water velocity. Again, further research is needed. 

2.2.1.7 Inertial Navigation 

There are many error sources in an inertial navigation system (INS), including sensor biases, 
noise and other systematic errors; position, velocity and attitude initialisation errors; gravity 
modelling errors and navigation equations approximations (Groves, 2013). These are 
integrated through the navigation equations to produce position, velocity and attitude errors 
that grow with time. The size of the sensor errors can vary by several orders of magnitude 
according to the quality of the IMU. Further research is needed to determine the minimum 
acceptable sensor quality for shipping (noting that IMUs would be used in addition to 
DVLs/CVLs, not instead). 
 
For the INS to be useful, it must be continuously calibrated. This can be done using GNSS and 
other absolute positioning techniques where available, while a DVL/CVL can maintain 
calibration of the accelerometer errors and the velocity to some extent. The constraint that 
the average roll and pitch attitudes over a sufficiently long period will be constant can also be 
used (absolute roll and pitch will depend on the ship’s loading). 
 
Inferring the heading error from the velocity error potentially requires vehicle manoeuvres 
that are not practical on a ship. An alternative is to use interferometric GNSS attitude 
determination using multiple antennas. This can be very noisy with a short baseline (a 1° noise 
standard deviation with a 1m baseline is typical), while longer baselines need to be kept rigid.  
 
However, the bias is determined by the accuracy of the physical alignment of the baseline 
with the ship. Heading can be calibrated using a spinning mass gyrocompass or a magnetic 
compass when the INS heading is estimated to be less accurate than the heading from these 
sensors. 

2.2.1.8 Gyrocompass 

With input of a correct latitude and north velocity solution, a gyrocompass provides heading 

to an accuracy of 0.1-0.2. The error will be some combination of constant direction-
independent bias, constant direction-dependent bias, time-varying direction-independent 
bias, time-varying direction-dependent bias and noise. However, without detailed knowledge 
of the error characteristics, it is not possible to advise on whether calibration using the other 
sensors could improve the gyrocompass heading accuracy. 

2.2.1.9 Magnetic Compass 

Magnetic heading errors are dominated by the hard- and soft-iron magnetism of the ship 
itself and the accuracy of the model of the Earth’s magnetic field. The impact of sensor errors 
is typically much smaller, while environmental magnetic anomalies from outside the ship are 
rare in a marine environment. Hard- and soft-iron magnetism errors are typically calibrated 
when the compass is installed. However, problems can arise if the ship’s magnetic field in the 
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vicinity of the compass changes over time, for example due to heat-induced magnetism or 
the use of electrical equipment. Thus, it is important to keep the magnetometers away from 
other electrical equipment and to perform a recalibration if there are significant changes. 
Models of the Earth’s magnetic field are accurate to about 0.5°. Therefore, there is scope to 
calibrate the magnetic compass using GNSS interferometric attitude, where available, or the 
gyro compass. 
 

2.2.2 User equipment hardware failure 

Any hardware has the potential to fail. Often this manifests simply as the absence of 
measurements from the faulty equipment. However, if there are intermediate processing 
stages between the faulty component and the fault detection algorithms, the fault could 
manifest as repeated measurements, null-value measurements, clearly unrealistic 
measurements, or initially realistic measurements that gradually diverge from the truth. 
Faults in the ship’s power supply, intra-ship communications infrastructure or integrated 
navigation processor have the potential for much wider disruption and their mitigation must 
be considered. 

2.2.2.1 Detection 

The absence of measurements, repeated measurements, null-value measurements and 
clearly unrealistic measurements are very easy to detect with simple tests. Measurements 
that gradually diverge from the truth are harder to detect and require consistency checking 
to be implemented. These use data from the other sensors and/or signals to predict the 
measurement from the sensor/signal under test. If they differ significantly, a fault in that 
sensor/signal is flagged. For GNSS, other radio navigation receivers and radar, sensor faults 
need to be distinguished from faults in individual signals to avoid false alarms. For DR itself, 
there should be sufficient senor redundancy to enable consistency checking to be performed 
within the DR subsystem. For DVLs and IMUs, individual sensor faults should also be 
distinguished from whole system faults. 

2.2.2.2 Fault Isolation 

To prevent faulty data from contaminating the ship’s integrated navigation solution, that data 
must be isolated from the solution. In other words, a navigation solution must be computed 
without using any of the faulty data. If a fault can be detected immediately, then fault 
isolation is achieved simply by not using data from the faulty source from that point onwards 
(or until the fault is corrected).  
 
A fault that results in a slowly growing error may take some time to detect, at which point the 
integrated navigation solution may already have been contaminated by faulty data. 
Therefore, to fully isolate the fault, past measurements as well as present and future 
measurements must be removed from the integrated navigation solution. With many 
integration approaches, particularly those based on recursive Bayesian estimation, this is very 
difficult to do. Therefore, resilient integration architectures that enable the deletion of past 
measurements need to be implemented; ways of doing this are explored in Section 2.3. 
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2.2.2.3 Continuity of Operation 

To ensure continuity of operation against user equipment hardware failure, duplicate 
equipment should ideally be carried, including GNSS receivers, other radio navigation 
receivers, DVLs and/or CVLs, IMUs, magnetic compass and ideally also a gyrocompass. Radar 
is much more expensive than the other sensors and a second radar is currently only mandated 
for larger ships. 
It is also critical to ensure that backup power supplies, intra-ship communications 
infrastructure and integrated navigation processor are provided. 
 

2.2.3 User equipment software failure 

Any user equipment is also vulnerable to software failure, which can manifest in unexpected 
ways. 

2.2.3.1 Detection 

Detection is the same as for user equipment hardware failure. The absence of measurements, 
repeated measurements, null-value measurements and clearly unrealistic measurements are 
very easy to detect with simple tests. Measurements that gradually diverge from the truth 
are harder to detect and require consistency checking to be implemented. For GNSS, other 
radio navigation receivers and radar, user equipment software faults need to be distinguished 
from faults in individual signals to avoid false alarms. 

2.2.3.2 Fault Isolation 

Fault isolation is also the same as for hardware failure. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, a 
navigation solution must be computed without using any of the faulty data, noting that this 
is more difficult when the fault results in a slowly growing error. 

2.2.3.3 Continuity of Operation 

Software faults can often be recovered from by resetting the affected equipment – “turn it 
off and on again”. However, this can take time, particularly where recalibration is needed, 
during which a navigation solution must still be provided. Therefore, duplicate equipment 
should ideally be carried, including GNSS receivers, other radio navigation receivers, DVLs 
and/or CVLs, IMUs, magnetic compass and ideally also a gyrocompass. To avoid the risk of the 
same software fault simultaneously occurring in the primary and backup equipment, backups 
should be of a different design. For ships where a full backup radar is unviable, backup 
processing software should be considered. 
 

2.2.4 Infrastructure hardware or software failure at individual transmitters or transponders 

Hardware and software faults at individual transmitters and transponders can manifest in a 
number of different ways including, but not limited to, no signal, erroneous signal timing, 
erroneous data messages and distorted signal waveforms. 
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2.2.4.1 Detection 

Some signal anomalies can be directly detected, but many cannot. Consistency checking is 
thus an important tool. Where sufficient measurements are available, this can be done within 
the sensor subsystem rather than having to be done at the integrated system level. In general, 
this will apply mainly to (multi-constellation) GNSS, which typically has high measurement 
redundancy. For other absolute positioning technologies, there will be low measurement 
redundancy or none. Consistency checking will thus need to be done at the integrated system 
level to ensure that the fault detection process is sufficiently sensitive. In particular, making 
use of dead reckoning should significantly enhance sensitivity. 
 
Transmitter and transponder faults can also be detected by infrastructure-based integrity 
monitoring, such as implemented within ground-based augmentation systems (GBAS) and 
space-based augmentation systems, noting that these do not have global coverage. Where 
measurement redundancy is low, these techniques are much more sensitive than receiver-
based consistency checking. However, there is a lag of several seconds in conveying alerts to 
users. Thus, for high-redundancy technologies, such as multi-constellation GNSS, receiver-
based consistency checking is more effective. It is recommended that the extension of 
infrastructure-based integrity monitoring to technologies such as eLoran and R-mode be 
considered. 

2.2.4.2 Fault Isolation 

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, a navigation solution must be computed without using any of 
the faulty data, noting that this is more difficult when the fault results in a slowly growing 
error. 

2.2.4.3 Continuity of Operation 

To ensure continuity of operation, there must be sufficient signal redundancy to cope with 
failures. Specifically, if some signals have been rejected, there must still be sufficient 
information available to verify that the remaining signals are fault free. This is easily achieved 
with multi-constellation GNSS. However, for terrestrial backups, redundant infrastructure is 
relatively expensive. In particular, it is costly to provide sufficient infrastructure to enable 
consistency checking to continue when a signal has already been rejected. Thus, requiring 
ships to use dead reckoning to enhance the consistency checking sensitivity for terrestrial 
backups is an important means of maintaining resilience without excessive cost. The ability 
to use multiple backup technologies in parallel, e.g. radio navigation and radar, is also 
important. 
 

2.2.5 Infrastructure control centre hardware or software failure 

GPS, GLONASS and Galileo have all experienced recent control centre failures lasting several 
hours (days for Galileo). Thus, it is essential that ship navigation systems are resilient against 
failures affecting all measurements from a given GNSS constellation or backup system. In the 
case of terrestrial backups, it is reasonable to assume that larger countries will implement 
their own control centres with smaller countries more likely to share control centres with 
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their neighbours (e.g. UK and Ireland). Terrestrial transmitters and transponders could 
potentially be operated independently of each other, though they would still require timing 
references that would be subject to common-mode failures. 

2.2.5.1 Detection 

Infrastructure-based integrity monitors (where available) cannot be relied upon to detect 
whole-constellation failures quickly as the signals may be consistent with each other. 
Similarly, receiver-based consistency checks that are designed to detect faults in individual 
signals could be overloaded by whole system failures. Therefore, consistency checking 
algorithms must be implemented that are specifically designed to detect whole system errors, 
such as a GNSS constellation fault. In the case of GNSS, separate positioning and timing 
solutions could be computed for individual GNSS constellations and compared with each 
other. At least three constellations are needed in order to determine which one is faulty. 
 
For terrestrial radio backups, the receiver needs to know which transmitters belong to which 
system, noting that a system might comprise a mixture of eLoran, VDES and MF transmitters. 
Thus, some form of network ID (e.g. a Maritime Resource Name (MRN)) needs to be included 
in the associated data messages. A network ID also helps the receiver estimate intersystem 
timing biases, which may potentially only arise during prolonged GNSS outages. Detecting a 
terrestrial backup control centre fault may require GNSS to be operational. 

2.2.5.2 Fault Isolation 

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, a navigation solution must be computed without using any of 
the faulty data, noting that this is more difficult when the fault results in a slowly growing 
error. 

2.2.5.3 Continuity of Operation 

Using three or more GNSS constellations ensures continuity of operation in the event of a 
single GNSS control centre failure. Note that with two constellations remaining, a further 
control centre fault could be detected using GNSS alone, but not attributed to a particular 
constellation. However, terrestrial backups could potentially be used to attribute the fault. 
Providing sufficient terrestrial radio redundancy to provide continuity of operation in the 
event of a terrestrial control centre failure during a complete GNSS outage is not realistic. A 
ship would have to rely on DR, possibly augmented by radar under such circumstances. It is 
therefore critical to ensure that terrestrial radio navigation systems have no dependency on 
GNSS. 
 

2.2.6 Infrastructure unavailable 

Only GNSS provides global coverage. Of the alternative absolute positioning technologies, 
only eLoran has the technical capability to provide global coverage. However, this is not a 
practical proposition at present due to cost and varying levels of political support for the 
technology. Thus, there will be areas of the globe where GNSS is the only absolute positioning 
technology available. 
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2.2.6.1 Detection 

Absence of measurements is readily detectable. 

2.2.6.2 Fault Isolation 

Not applicable. 

2.2.6.3 Continuity of Operation 

Ships will have to rely on dead reckoning only during GNSS outages in many parts of the world. 
Therefore, it is essential that ship’s DR systems are resilient against all conceivable faults. This 
requires effective fault detection software with sufficient measurement redundancy for them 
to be reliable and backup hardware and software to enable operation to continue during 
faults. Even resilient dead reckoning exhibits position error growth over time. Therefore, a 
star fix capability is needed to provide a position of last resort that can constrain the position 
error to a kilometre or two. 
 

2.2.7 Jamming and interference 

Although jamming and interference are most closely associated with GNSS, any radio signal, 
including radar, is potentially vulnerable. A jamming attack deliberately targeted at the ship 
is therefore likely to target all types of radio signal. Incidental interference is much less likely 
to impact all signal types at the same time. For example, a single interference source is very 
unlikely to impact both eLoran and GNSS. The exception is lightning, but this is too brief to 
constitute a major threat. 
Strong jamming and interference prevent reception of a signal altogether, while jamming and 
interference result in increased range measurement noise, reducing accuracy. Larger errors 
can occur when the receiver is on the verge of losing signal tracking lock. 

2.2.7.1 Detection 

Absence of measurements is readily detectable. It’s also important to detect the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and make use of this in processing the measurements (as discussed below). 
Larger errors when the receiver is losing tracking lock need to be detected using consistency 
checking. For multi-constellation GNSS, this can be done within the GNSS subsystem. For 
other absolute positioning technologies, consistency checking will need to be done at the 
integrated system level to ensure that the fault detection process is sufficiently sensitive. In 
particular, making use of dead reckoning should significantly enhance sensitivity. 

2.2.7.2 Fault Isolation 

Low SNR measurements should be downweighted within the navigation solution to reflect 
their lower accuracy. Below a certain threshold, it may be better to reject them altogether. 
Where position domain integration is used (see Section 2.3), it is important to ensure that 
this weighting information is passed down from the subsystem positioning or navigation 
algorithm to the integrated navigation system through estimates of the position solution 
accuracy based on the estimated accuracy of the constituent measurements. 
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Where a fault is detected using consistency checking, a navigation solution must be computed 
without using any of the faulty data, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, noting that this is more 
difficult when the fault results in a slowly growing error. 

2.2.7.3 Continuity of Operation 

Continuity is most difficult to maintain when all radio signals used for navigation are jammed. 
In this case, the ship will have to rely on dead reckoning. Therefore, it is essential that ship’s 
DR systems are resilient against all conceivable faults, as discussed in Section 2.2.6.3. To limit 
DR position error growth over time, the navigation system must also be able to accept star 
fixes and optical bearings to visual navigation aids. 
 

2.2.8 Spoofing 

Spoofing is the transmission of fake radio signals. Although associated mainly with GNSS, any 
radio signal, including radar can potentially be spoofed. Signal encryption and authentication 
can be circumvented by recording genuine signals and rebroadcasting them at a different 
location. 

2.2.8.1 Detection 

To ensure that a receiver tracks a spoofed signal rather than the genuine signal, the spoofed 
signal has to be stronger. Therefore, signal strength is a potential means of detecting 
spoofing, particularly for GNSS where signal strength does not vary significantly between 
locations. Note that SNR is not an appropriate detection metric because spoofers can easily 
add noise to their signals in order to maintain a normal SNR. 
 
Spoofing can also be detected by using an antenna array to determine the direction of arrival 
(DOA) of the signals. If all signals have the same DOA, they are almost certainly spoofed, 
though a spoofer may use multiple transmission sites. Thus, the DOAs of the received signals 
must be compared with those of the genuine transmitters. Any discrepancies will be due to 
either spoofing or non-line-of-sight (NLOS) reception. However, NLOS reception is also 
undesirable (see Section 2.2.11). 
 
The final means of detecting spoofing is to compare radio positioning with the dead reckoning 
solution. For this, it is important to use a version of the DR solution that has not recently been 
calibrated using radio positioning. However, this DR solution will likely exhibit a significant 
position error. Therefore the change in position over time determined. from radio positioning 
should be compared with that computed using DR. Tests can also be performed at the 
measurement level by comparing changes in measurement streams over time with 
predictions made from DR.  

2.2.8.2 Fault Isolation 

A navigation solution must be computed without using any spoofed data. If spoofing can be 
detected immediately, then isolation is achieved simply by not using data from the affected 
sources from that point onwards (or until the fault is corrected). However, if spoofing 
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detection takes some time (e.g., by comparing change in position), then isolation requires 
techniques that can remove past measurements as well as present and future measurements 
from the integrated navigation solution (see Section 2.2.2).  

2.2.8.3 Continuity of Operation 

The worst-case scenario is spoofing of all radio signals used for navigation. In this case, the 
ship will have to rely on dead reckoning, which requires the ship’s DR systems are resilient 
against all conceivable faults as discussed in Section 2.2.6.3. The DR solution will also have to 
be isolated against potentially erroneous calibration from the spoofed positioning signals. 
Note also that optical bearings to visual navigation aids could potentially also be spoofed 
 

2.2.9 Weak signal 

Weak signals apply at the edge of a terrestrial signal coverage area, at the range limit of radar 
and potentially to any signal if there is a radio frequency amplifier failure onboard the ship. A 
weak signal results in increased range measurement noise, reducing accuracy. Larger errors 
can occur when the receiver is on the verge of losing signal tracking lock. 

2.2.9.1 Detection 

The SNR must be detected and used in processing of the measurements (as discussed below). 
Larger errors when the receiver is losing tracking lock need to be detected using consistency 
checking. For multi-constellation GNSS, this can be done within the GNSS subsystem. For 
other absolute positioning technologies, consistency checking will need to be done at the 
integrated system level to ensure that the fault detection process is sufficiently sensitive. In 
particular, making use of dead reckoning should significantly enhance sensitivity. 

2.2.9.2 Fault Isolation 

Low SNR measurements should be downweighted within the navigation solution to reflect 
their lower accuracy. Below a certain threshold, it may be better to reject them altogether. 
Where position domain integration is used (see Section 2.3), it is important to ensure that 
this weighting information is passed down from the subsystem positioning or navigation 
algorithm to the integrated navigation system through estimates of the position solution 
accuracy based on the estimated accuracy of the constituent measurements. 
 
Where a fault is detected using consistency checking, a navigation solution must be computed 
without using any of the faulty data, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, noting that this is more 
difficult when the fault results in a slowly growing error. 

2.2.9.3 Continuity of Operation 

Amplifier failure should be protected against by ensuring ships have suitable redundant 
equipment. 
 
The more PNT technologies that a ship makes use of, the lower the impact of a weak signal 
on positioning performance. The worst-case scenario is that no radio signals of sufficient 
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strength are achievable In this case, the ship will have to rely on dead reckoning. Therefore, 
it is essential that ship’s DR systems are resilient against all conceivable faults. This requires 
effective fault detection software with sufficient measurement redundancy for them to be 
reliable and backup hardware and software to enable operation to continue during faults. To 
limit DR position error growth over time, the navigation system must also be able to accept 
star fixes 
 

2.2.10 Database error 

A database error is a positioning error caused by incorrect data stored onboard the ship. This 
might include: 
 

• An incorrect radar target position or feature identification characteristics 

• An incorrect transmitter or transponder position or identification information 

• Errors in a database used for radar map matching 

2.2.10.1 Detection 

Database errors are detectable using consistency checking as they will lead to measurements 
being processed with an incorrect transmitter/transponder/target position. This will need to 
be done at the integrated system level to ensure that the fault detection process is sufficiently 
sensitive. In particular, making use of dead reckoning should significantly enhance sensitivity. 

2.2.10.2 Fault Isolation 

Where a fault is detected using consistency checking, a navigation solution must be computed 
without using any of the faulty data, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, noting that this is more 
difficult when the fault results in a slowly growing error. 
In addition, database faults should be reported to other users of the same database to enable 
them to correct or delete the faulty information as soon as possible. 

2.2.10.3 Continuity of Operation 

Either sufficient alternative signals or features must be available and/or dead-reckoning must 
be used. 
 

2.2.11 Other model violations 

Signal propagation and sensor behaviour are complicated and not always fully understood. 
For reasons of practicality, the sensor and signal models implemented in navigation and 
positioning processing software are highly simplified. This is often partially compensated by 
assuming exaggerated error standard deviations. When the actual signal or sensor behaviour 
diverges significantly from that assumed in the model, errors occur. This is model violation.  
 
The hardware and software faults, database errors, jamming and spoofing discussed above 
are all examples of model violation. Other examples include: 
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• Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) reception of GNSS, VDES and radar signals 

• Severe multipath interference to GNSS, VDES and radar signals (models typically 
account for moderate multipath) 

• Re-radiation of eLoran and MF R-mode signals 

• Skywave interference to eLoran and MF R-mode signals 

• Carrier wavelength ambiguity, particularly for MF R-mode signals 

• Misidentification of radar and optical targets 

• Sensor misalignment, including sea-state-induced motion. 

• Impact of sand, cavitation, sea creatures and submersibles  on DVLs and CVLs 
 

In many cases, these errors can be mitigated through more sophisticated processing 
algorithms. For example, predicting which GNSS signals are subject to NLOS reception where 
can improve positioning accuracy by about a factor of 5 in dense urban areas [26]. However, 
better algorithms require more processing capacity, greater development effort and 
sometimes extensive supporting databases, so are not a practical solution to those model 
violations that only occur occasionally. 

2.2.11.1 Detection 

In general, model violations are detected through consistency checking. If an incorrect model 
is used to predict a measurement using data from the other sensors and/or signals, that 
predicted method will differ from the sensor measurement, enabling the model violation to 
be detected. For multi-constellation GNSS, this can be done within the GNSS subsystem. For 
other absolute positioning technologies, consistency checking will need to be done at the 
integrated system level to ensure that the fault detection process is sufficiently sensitive. In 
particular, making use of dead reckoning should significantly enhance sensitivity. For DR itself, 
there should be sufficient senor redundancy to enable consistency checking to be performed 
within the DR subsystem. For DVLs and IMUs, individual sensor faults should also be 
distinguished from whole system faults. 

2.2.11.2 Fault Isolation 

A navigation solution must be computed without processing using any inappropriate models, 
as discussed in Section 2.2.2, noting that this is more difficult when the model violation results 
in a slowly growing error. 

2.2.11.3 Continuity of Operation 

To ensure continuity of operation, there must be sufficient signal redundancy to cope with 
some measurements being rejected due to model violations. This is easily achieved with 
multi-constellation GNSS. However, for terrestrial backups, redundant infrastructure is 
relatively expensive. In particular, it is costly to provide sufficient infrastructure to enable 
consistency checking to continue when a signal has already been rejected. Thus, requiring 
ships to use dead reckoning to enhance the consistency checking sensitivity for terrestrial 
backups is an important means of maintaining resilience without excessive cost. The ability 
to use multiple backup technologies in parallel, e.g. radio navigation and radar, is also 
important. 
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The navigation system should also be designed to minimise the occurrence of model 
violations. Fundamentally, if a particular model violation happens regularly, then the relevant 
model needs to be improved. 
 

2.2.12 Human error 

Human errors can occur during design, installation and operation. Design and installation 
errors increase the risk of hardware or software failure, database errors and model violation. 
Design errors can also impact sensor integration, fault detection and isolation. 
Operation errors comprise incorrect integration and selection of data. The risk of operation 
errors is minimised by automating the sensor integration, taking humans out of the loop. 
Operator training is also an important means of minimising human error. 

2.2.12.1 Detection 

Design errors are detected through the system not behaving as expected, in terms of the 
accuracy, availability, integrity and continuity of the navigation solution and the number of 
outlying measurements detected and rejected. A formal testing and certification procedure 
can detect many design errors, but not all. Note that there could also be errors in the design 
of the testing process. 
 
Installation errors can be detected through a review or certification process. However, this 
itself is subject to human error and even deliberate fraud. 
 
Operation errors can be detected through the provision of background automatic sensor 
integration whenever the operator selects a manual mode. This then enables alerts to be 
raised when the manually selected navigation solution differs significantly from the automatic 
solution. Note that if alerts are too frequent, there is a risk of operators ignoring them, so it 
is important to minimise the false alarm rate. 

2.2.12.2 Fault Isolation 

Isolation of design and installation errors is achieved by repeating the testing process 
following rectification of any faults found. 
 
Raising alerts as described above provides human operators with the opportunity to rectify 
operation errors, ego size notwithstanding. 

2.2.12.3 Continuity of Operation 

Continuity of operation in the presence of design and installation errors is achieved through 
designing the system to be resilient against hardware or software failure, database errors and 
model violation as discussed in the preceding sections. 
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2.2.13 Integration Architecture Requirements 

Based on the discussion above, a resilient multisensor integration architecture for maritime 
navigation should incorporate the following features: 
 

• At least three GNSS constellations must be used, noting that this requires modification 
of international maritime GNSS receiver standards.   

• Ships should be equipped to use all the main types of aid to navigation to maximise 
resilience during GNSS outages. This includes eLoran, VDES R-mode, MF R-mode, 
eRacons, and other radar targets. There should also be provision for star fixes and 
optical bearings as a last resort should all else fail. 

• Consistency checking techniques should be implemented throughout to detect faults, 
which must then be isolated using the navigation solution. For GNSS faults, this may 
be better implemented within the GNSS subsystem. For all other faults, a multisensor 
approach is needed to ensure sufficient measurement redundancy. 

• All non-GNSS positioning systems should be integrated with DR to reduce the impact 
of measurement noise and enhance the sensitivity of outlier detection by consistency 
checking. 

• GNSS should be used (where available) to calibrate all of the other subsystems to 
enable more accurate navigation during short GNSS outages. 

• During GNSS outages, the DR systems should be calibrated using the absolute 
positioning systems (where operational) to minimise systematic errors. 

• DVLs and CVLs should be integrated with IMUs to minimise noise and help minimise 
the impact of sea-state motion. The DVLs/CVLs, gyrocompass and other sensors 
should also be used to maintain calibration of the inertial navigation solution and IMU 
sensor errors. (Note that IMUs must not be used instead of DVLs/CVLs). 

• The resilience of the DR system must be maximised as this will be the only alternative 
to GNSS in many locations and under certain jamming, spoofing and interference 
scenarios. There must be sufficient sensor and system redundancy to enable fault 
detection, fault isolation and continuity of operation in the presence of faults within 
the DR system alone. 

• A means of recovering sensor calibration following detection of a fault is needed, 
together with means of minimising the risk of contamination from faulty information 
in the first place. 

• Covariance-based accuracy estimates of all subsystem position solutions should be 
maintained and used in the multisensor integration algorithms for systems integrated 
in the position domain.  

• Dead reckoning should be used to aid spoofing detection, noting that any radio signal 
can be spoofed, not just GNSS. 

• Parallel DR solutions should be maintained so that those solutions used for detecting 
spoofing and other outliers have not been recently calibrated by the measurement 
streams that they are being used to monitor. 
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2.3 Resilient Sensor Integration  

This section describes how measurements from GNSS, terrestrial radio navigation, radar and 
various dead reckoning sensors could be integrated together in a resilient manner to meet 
the requirements identified in Section 2.2. Section 2.3.1 reviews the main integration 
approaches for multi-sensor navigation and their applicability to maritime navigation. Section 
2.3.2 discusses the different integrity monitoring approaches that may be used to detect 
faults and protect the navigation solution from the effects of those faults. Section 2.3.3 then 
proposes a possible integration architecture for resilient maritime navigation. Sections 2.3.1 
and 2.3.2.1 and parts of Section 2.3.2.5 are partially reproduced from previous UCL research 
[27] conducted for GLA with all old material revised for this study and new content added. 

2.3.1 Introduction to Multisensor Integration 

This section reviews integration approaches for multi-sensor navigation systems. Integration 
architectures are first described generically, followed by discussions of architectures suitable 
for position-fixing and dead-reckoning systems relevant to maritime navigation. 

2.3.1.1 Architectures 

Multisensor integrated navigation architectures may be classified in three main ways [28]: 
 

• Single-epoch versus batch-processed versus filtered; 

• Position-domain versus measurement-domain; 

• Total-state versus error-state.  
 

Thus, an integration architecture could be filtered, measurement-domain and total-state. A 
special case is federated integration, which is discussed briefly in Section 2.3.1.3. 
 

 

Figure 8 - Single-epoch, batch-processed and filtered integration 

 

Figure 8 illustrates the difference between single-epoch, batch-processed and filtered 
integration. In single-epoch integration, only the most recent measurements and/or 
navigation solutions from the subsystems are used to compute the integrated navigation 
solution. A least-squares estimation algorithm is typically used for this. By contrast, batch-
processed and filtered integration use all available information. 
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In a batch-processed approach, measurements from multiple epochs are input to the same 
estimation algorithm to compute the integrated navigation solution. This improves accuracy 
and resilience by making use of more information. However, the processing load will increase 
over time unless older measurements are discarded. 
 
In a filtered architecture, the most recent set of measurements is integrated with the previous 
integrated navigation solution and any calibration parameters using a Bayesian estimation 
algorithm, a type of recursive filter. This recursive approach avoids the need to store large 
amounts of data and ensures that the complexity of the integration is constant rather than 
increasing with time. This approach is designed to maximise the accuracy, but this can be at 
the expense of integrity as discussed in Section 2.3.2.5.  Kalman-filter-based estimation 
algorithms, such as the standard Kalman filter, extended Kalman filter (EKF) and unscented 
Kalman filter (UKF) that represent parameter distributions as a mean and covariance are 
typically used. This report does not distinguish between these variations and the term 
“Kalman filter” is used to encompass them all. Alternative Bayesian estimation algorithms, 
such as the particle filter are not considered here as they are more computationally intensive 
while not expected to offer significantly different performance with the proposed navigation 
technologies. However, they are not explicitly ruled out. 
 
The filtered and batch-processed integration architectures can also be combined. A batch 
processing algorithm can input the newer measurements, together with a navigation solution 
(and associated error covariance) computed from all of the older measurements. This batch-
filter hybrid limits the processing load without discarding older measurements, which are 
effectively incorporated by recursive filtering. Figure 9 illustrates this. 

 
 

Figure 9 - Batch-filter hybrid integration 

 

Where different subsystems output measurements at different times, a batch-processed or 
filter-based estimation algorithm can handle them by modelling the change in navigation 
solution between those times in the same way that it models changes between successive 
measurements from the same subsystem. A filter-based estimation algorithm can also 
process these measurements at different times. With single-epoch integration, all 
measurements must be time synchronised prior to input. This can be done by interpolating 
successive measurements from the same subsystem. 
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Moving onto the domain, in a position-domain architecture, each navigation technology 
produces its own position, or position and velocity solution from its own sensor 
measurements. This is then integrated with the navigation solutions of the other subsystems 
to produce the integrated navigation solution. Position-domain architectures are sometimes 
known as cascaded, particularly where the single-technology navigation solutions are filtered. 
By contrast, in a measurement-domain architecture, sometimes known as a centralised 
architecture, the sensor measurements are input directly to the integration algorithm, so 
there is only an integrated position and velocity solution. Hybrid architectures, whereby some 
subsystems are integrated in the measurement-domain and others in the position-domain, 
are also possible. Figure 10 illustrates these architectures.  
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Figure 10 - Position-domain, measurement-domain and hybrid integration architectures 

In total-state integration, the integration algorithm is used to estimate the position and 
velocity directly. In error-state integration, which is normally filtered, the integration 
algorithm estimates the errors in the navigation solution of one of the subsystems, known as 
the reference, which is normally a dead-reckoning system, such as an INS. The other 
subsystems are then aiding systems. The corrected reference system navigation solution is 
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then the integrated navigation solution. This is useful where it is desirable to update the 
navigation solution at a faster rate than the integration algorithm. Corrections are typically 
fed back from the integration to the reference system, either continuously or periodically. 
Note that subsystem errors, such as signal propagation biases and instrument biases may be 
estimated in both error-state and total-state integration architectures. For this study, the 
distinction between total-state and error-state integration is not of great importance. 

2.3.1.2 Integration of Marine Position Fixing Information 

For position-domain integration of a position-fixing subsystem, there must be sufficient 
measurements available for that subsystem to determine its own position solution. 
Otherwise, it cannot contribute to the integrated navigation solution at all. However, where 
measurement-domain integration is used, even a single measurement from a subsystem can 
contribute to the integrated navigation solution (assuming the subsystem timebases have 
been synchronised). 
 
For technologies such as eLoran, VDES ranging and radar, there will be many cases where 
some signals or landmarks are available, but not a sufficient number to calculate a stand-
alone position solution. Consequently, position solution availability will be much higher with 
a measurement-domain architecture. Conversely, a measurement-domain architecture 
enables infrastructure providers to meet coverage requirements using a mix of different  
technologies instead of a single technology, giving greater flexibility and potentially reducing 
costs. 
 
A measurement-domain architecture is also much better for calibrating the systematic errors 
in non-GNSS range measurements using GNSS. This is because it enables the errors in each 
signal to be calibrated individually. In a position-domain architecture, the errors in the 
subsystem position and clock offset solution are calibrated. However these change whenever 
the combination of signals used changes, rendering the calibration invalid. 
 
For marine applications of GNSS using a multi-constellation receiver, there will rarely be cases 
where signals from fewer than the necessary four satellites are received. Thus, the choice of 
measurement- versus position-domain for integration of GNSS will have minimal impact on 
availability. 
 
A filtered or batch-processed solution has the advantage over a single-epoch solution that, 
by averaging measurement information over a few epochs, noise is reduced. This also makes 
errors easier to calibrate as their time variation may be modelled and increases the sensitivity 
of fault detection algorithms. However, a filtered solution is less tolerant of faulty 
measurement data that escapes detection. A single-epoch integration algorithm will discard 
undetected faulty information at the next epoch (along with everything else), whereas a 
filtered navigation solution will retain it indefinitely. A batch-processed solution can discard 
faulty information when it is detected. Thus, for a filtered architecture, more complex 
techniques are needed to ensure fault isolation; this is discussed further in Section 2.3.2. 
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The same arguments apply to the use of filtered versus batch-processed and single-epoch 
subsystem solutions in position-domain integration architectures. However, if filters and/or 
batch-processing algorithms are cascaded together, i.e. implemented in both the subsystems 
and integration algorithms, then there is a risk of time-correlated measurement noise biasing 
the integration filter. This may be mitigated by modelling the bias specifically or by down-
weighting the affected measurements in the integration algorithm. However, this may cause 
other problems such as overweighting of other measurements or making the system 
insensitive to dynamics, such as course changes. Note also that correct modelling of the bias 
requires knowledge of its characteristics, which is likely to require extensive testing across 
the full range of operating conditions, particularly if detailed subsystem design information is 
not available. Filter cascading should therefore be avoided where possible. To enable any 
filters that subsystem manufacturers choose to implement to be bypassed, there should be a 
requirement for all subsystems to output measurements as well as navigation solutions. 
 

2.3.1.3 Integration of Marine Dead Reckoning Information 

Optimal integration of dead-reckoning systems requires a filtered approach in order to 
correctly model the deterministic relationship between the different error sources. Error-
state integration of dead reckoning sensors is the most common approach, though total-state 
integration may also be used. For error-state integration, there is little distinction between 
position- and measurement-domain integration of the reference system. Figure 11 shows a 
dead-reckoning system and multiple position-fixing systems integrated using an error-state 
measurement-domain filtered architecture.  
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Figure 11 - Error-state measurement-domain filtered integration architecture. (From Groves (2013). © Paul Groves. 
Reproduced with permission.) 

 

Note that where multiple dead-reckoning systems are used, only one distance sensor and one 
direction sensor may be used as the reference; the others must be integrated as aiding 
systems. Wherever inertial navigation is used, this should form the reference system as 
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inertial navigation failure modes are limited to hardware and software failure, while DVLs and 
CVLs are also vulnerable to model violations. DVL/CVL outliers can be detected by comparing 
the DVL/CVL and inertial velocity solutions while the remaining DVL/CVL measurements can 
be used to calibrate the accelerometer errors. 
 
Dead-reckoning may also be integrated using a federated filtering architecture, whereby 
parallel filters are used to separately integrate the dead-reckoning subsystem with each of 
the other subsystems in turn. These filters are then typically integrated using a cascaded 
single-epoch architecture [28]. Federated integration is normally used as a way of 
circumventing problems that occur when equipment supplied by different manufacturers is 
integrated together, such as lack of sharing of design parameters and failing to output 
measurements as well as navigation solutions.  If maritime equipment standards (e.g., 
through the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)) were to mandate the output of 
the information required for centralised measurement-domain integration, federated 
integration would be unnecessary. 

2.3.2 Resilient Integration 

This section discusses the different integrity monitoring approaches that may be used to 
detect faults and protect the navigation solution from the effects of those faults. The concepts 
of fault detection, fault isolation, fault exclusion and protection levels are explained first. 
Independent measurement checks are then discussed followed by a discussion of the 
different approaches to fault detection and isolation that may be implemented in single-
epoch, batch-processed and filtered integration architectures, respectively. Finally, 
infrastructure-based fault detection is discussed. 

2.3.2.1 Basic Concepts of Integrity Monitoring 

Integrity monitoring comprises two separate but linked concepts: 
 

• Detection and mitigation of faults; 

• Determination of whether the navigation solution is safe to use. 
 

As these concepts are separate, the navigation solution may still be safe to use even when a 
fault has been detected. This will occur when the fault can be mitigated. Conversely, the 
navigation solution may be unsafe to use when no fault has been detected. This will occur 
when there is insufficient information available to reliably detect faults. However, because 
the concepts are also linked, it will be less likely that the navigation solution is safe to use 
when a fault has been detected than when no fault has been detected. 
 
Fault detection (FD) works by formulating a test statistic from the navigation solution, a 
measurement or a combination of measurements, and then comparing this with a threshold. 
If the threshold is breached, a fault is deemed to be present. However, because 
measurements (and hence the navigation solution) are inherently noisy, faults can never be 
detected perfectly. Hence, there will always be a probability of a false alarm (i.e., detection 
of a non-existing fault) or a missed detection (i.e., failing to detect a real fault) occurring. False 
alarms reduce the availability and continuity performance of the navigation system while 
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missed fault detections reduce the integrity performance. By adjusting the threshold, the 
false alarm probability may be reduced at the expense of increasing the missed detection 
probability or vice versa. Thus, integrity, availability and continuity performance are 
inextricably linked in the design trade-offs within the positioning system and its integrity 
monitoring. 
 
To reduce both the false alarm and missed detection rates, either the noise must be reduced 
or the fault detection algorithm must be provided with more information. Thus, the more 
measurements that are used by a navigation system, both from a given subsystem and from 
different subsystems, the better the fault detection performance should be, though a law of 
diminishing returns will eventually apply. In practice, only GNSS provides a large amount of 
measurement redundancy on its own. Thus, to optimise integrity, availability and continuity 
performance simultaneously in a resilient navigation system, the provision of redundant 
positioning subsystems is important. This encompasses both spare user equipment for 
particular technologies and use of dissimilar technologies.  
 
With fault detection alone, an alert must be raised whenever a fault is detected, rendering 
the navigation solution unavailable. A fault detection and recovery (FDR) system will take the 
further step of identifying and rejecting the faulty measurements and, where necessary, 
attempt to correct the navigation solution for the effects of faulty data prior to the detection 
of the fault. Fault detection and isolation (FDI) takes the further step of producing a recovered 
navigation solution that does not contain any information from the faulty measurement 
stream. Here, a measurement stream is defined as all measurements over time from a 
particular sensor, signal or landmark, as appropriate to the particular fault. Note that FDR and 
FDI are only different from each other where the navigation solution is filtered and thus can 
incorporate past information from a faulty measurement source. 
 
Neither FDR nor FDI guarantees that the recovered solution is fault free. This requires fault 
detection and exclusion (FDE), which takes the additional step of performing a fault detection 
test on the recovered navigation solution. Note that this is difficult to do where the recovered 
solution is not completely isolated from the faulty measurement stream. Increasing the 
number of measurements to improve fault detection sensitivity also increases the likelihood 
that a fault will occur. Therefore, effective FDE is essential to ensure that increased 
measurement redundancy does not lead to reduced solution availability and continuity. 
 
Note that where multiple simultaneous faults occur, the fault detection, isolation and 
exclusion process will need to be iterated multiple times until either all faults have been 
excluded or there is insufficient measurement redundancy to continue. In the latter case, an 
alert must be raised. Where a common fault impacts multiple measurements simultaneously, 
it may be difficult to detect all the affected measurements if this is treated as multiple 
independent faults. Therefore, fault identification algorithms should explicitly test for such 
faults. This should also reduce the number of times that fault detection and exclusion needs 
to be iterated. 
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To determine whether a navigation solution is safe to use, the horizontal protection level 
(HPL) is calculated. In simple terms, this is a measure of the biggest fault that cannot be 
detected. The HPL is the radial position error such that the probability that the true radial 
position error exceeds the HPL is equal to the integrity risk. If the HPL is less than or equal to 
the horizontal alert/alarm limit (HAL), the navigation solution is safe to use. If the HPL exceeds 
the HAL, the navigation solution is deemed unsafe and an alert raised. Note that the aviation 
community also compute a vertical protection level, which is compared with the vertical 
alarm limit. For inland waterway operation, this could be used to help determine whether 
there is sufficient clearance under bridges. 
 
Where no fault is detected, the HPL is calculated under the assumption that all available 
measurements contribute to the navigation solution. Where a fault is detected, isolated and 
excluded, the HPL is calculated under the assumption that the faulty measurement stream 
does not contribute to the navigation solution. If a fault is recovered but not isolated, the HPL 
must be calculated under the assumption that the faulty measurement stream partially 
contributed to the navigation solution. This is difficult to do; it may be safer just to raise an 
alert if a fault cannot be isolated. 
 
Exact calculation of the HPL is impractically complex. For single-epoch solutions, 
overbounding approximations are used which simplify the calculation in such a way that the 
approximate HPL is greater than or equal to the true value, preserving integrity at the expense 
of solution availability. For filtered architectures, analytical calculation of the HPL is 
impractical due to the combination of error-modelling approximations and design complexity 
in Bayesian estimation algorithms. Instead, semi-empirical methods are required that must 
be supported by extensive computer simulation. For very low integrity risks, the number of 
simulations required can be infeasibly large. Further discussion of HPL calculation techniques 
is outside the scope of this report. The main focus of this section is on how faults may be 
detected and isolated under various different multisensor integration architectures. 

2.3.2.2 Independent Measurement Checks 

Range limit checks determine whether sensor measurements and/or subsystem navigation 
solutions lie within reasonable limits. Parameters deviating outside their normal operational 
limits can be indicative of a fault. However, the converse does not apply and range limit 
checks will not detect all failure modes. Range limit checks can be applied independently of 
other measurements and subsystem solutions so no measurement redundancy is needed to 
detect a fault. They can be applied within any integration architecture. 
 
Position solutions can be compared against the operating environment of the host vessel. For 
example, a surface ship should not be underwater, in the air or on land away from harbours 
and inland waterways. 
 
Range (i.e. distance) measurements may be compared against the operational range of the 
positioning technology and should always be positive. For pseudo-ranges, measurements 
differenced across transmitters may be compared against the operating range. Speed and 
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velocity measurements may be compared against the operational ranges of both the sensors 
and the host vessel. 
 
For all types of measurement, range limit checks on the change between epochs can be 
performed to detect anomalous step changes, noting that pseudo-ranges can be differenced 
across transmitters to eliminate receiver clock errors. Statistical tests can also be performed 
over time to determine whether a measurement stream is noisier than it should be, which 
can be indicative of a fault. Finally, failure to update measurements, streams of null 
measurements and streams of repeated measurements are also indicative of faults. 
 
Once a fault has been detected using range limit checks, the affected measurement or 
navigation solution is rejected by subsequent processing stages. However, depending on the 
failure mode, a fault may not be detected immediately on occurrence, so previous 
measurements/solutions need to be examined. For example, if a measurement suddenly goes 
out of range, only the current measurement need be rejected. Conversely, if an error builds 
up gradually until the detection threshold is exceeded, measurements should be rejected 
from the point the error starts to build up. Excessive measurement noise and repeated 
measurements can also take time to detect. If it is not clear when a fault began, that fault can 
only be isolated by rejecting all previous measurements. 

2.3.2.3 Single-Epoch Integration Architectures 

Where a single-epoch navigation solution is implemented, each constituent measurement 
may be tested for validity and only those that pass are incorporated in the navigation solution. 
Once a fault has been detected, the navigation solution is immediately isolated from the 
faulty information as a single-epoch architecture only combines current information. Two 
types of test may be applied: range limit checks, described in Section 2.3.2.2, and consistency 
checks. 
 
Consistency checks use data from the other sensors and/or signals to predict the 
measurement from the sensor/signal under test. If the prediction and measurement differ 
significantly, a fault is flagged. However, it is not always clear whether the fault lies in the 
measurement under test or in the data used to perform the prediction. This is a particular 
problem where multiple faults occur at the same time. Further tests may be needed to 
determine where the fault lies. 
 
This is easiest to illustrate with measurements of the same thing, such as position. If two 
position measurements disagree, then one of the measurements is likely to be faulty. 
However, it is not possible to tell which one. Thus, only fault detection is achieved. If three 
position measurements are compared, and two agree, but one does not, the odd one out 
should be the faulty one. The faulty measurement may then be rejected, achieving fault 
detection and isolation. Furthermore, if the remaining two measurements are found to be in 
agreement, then a solution based on them may be assumed to be fault free. This is fault 
detection and exclusion. 
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In practice, there will not usually be sufficient information to compute three independent 
position solutions during a GNSS outage. However, measurements do not have to be of the 
same thing in order for them to be used in consistency checking, provided they can be used 
to predict each other. Thus any four GNSS pseudo-range measurements may be used to 
predict a fifth. Similarly, eLoran measurements could be used to predict radar measurements 
and vice versa. In general, if N measurements are required to determine a navigation solution 
(i.e., the navigation solution has N degrees of freedom), then N + 1 measurements are 
required for fault detection and N + 2 measurements for FDE. Practice is a little more 
complicated as measurement noise impedes detection sensitivity, so the measurement 
geometry is also important. Consequently, there is sometimes a need for further 
measurements. Guaranteed FDI requires N + 2 measurements, but is sometimes possible with 
N + 1, depending on geometry. If there is more than one fault, more measurements are 
needed. 
 
A common approach to consistency checking is the chi-square test, which comprises the 
following steps: 
 

• Compute a solution using all measurements; 

• Use this solution to form predictions of the measurements; 

• Form a vector of residuals, z, comprising the differences between the actual and 
predicted measurements; 

• Form a test statistic, T 1

 −

zz C z , where Cz is the covariance of the residuals, which 

can account for correlations in the errors of different measurements; 

• Compare the test statistic with a suitable threshold based on the chi-square 
distribution to determine whether a fault is present. 

 

Where a fault is detected, the test is repeated with subsets of measurements in order to 
identify the fault(s). This continues until a subset is found that passes the chi-square test. In 
cases of a single fault, the measurement with the largest residual is usually, but not always, 
the faulty one, so the subset excluding this measurement is tested first. Where there is more 
than one fault, it may take some time to identify the faulty signals. Knowledge of which 
measurements were rejected at the previous epoch can be used to speed up this process. It 
is best to perform range limit checks (Section 2.3.2.2) first so that any obviously faulty 
measurements can be omitted from the consistency checking process. If faults cannot be 
identified and isolated within a reasonable time, an alert must be raised. 

2.3.2.4 Batch-Processed Integration Architectures 

In a batch-processed integration architecture, range limit checks (Section 2.3.2.2), single-
epoch consistency checks (Section 2.3.2.3) and multi-epoch consistency checks may all be 
applied. Where a fault is detected through range limit checks or single-epoch consistency 
checks, the affected measurement at that epoch should also be rejected for subsequent 
navigation solution calculations when measurements from later epochs are added. A decision 
must be made as to whether to reject previous measurements from that signal/sensor where 
a fault had not been detected previously. This will depend on whether an error has arisen 
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suddenly or built-up gradually, which can be determined by comparing previous values of the 
affected measurement with predictions made using the other measurements.  
 
Applying consistency checking across multiple epochs enhances the sensitivity of fault 
detection as more information is used to compute the predicted measurement that each 
measurement is compared with. It also enables dead reckoning measurements to be used to 
aid detection of faults in ranging measurements and vice versa. The same chi-square test 
approach that is described in Section 2.3.2.3 could potentially be used. However, with much 
more measurements to consider, consistency checking becomes much more complex as 
faults will often impact measurements made over multiple epochs, requiring multiple 
measurements to be rejected simultaneously. There are two ways of limiting the number of 
measurement combinations to be considered. 
 
The first option is that any measurement (from a particular epoch) that has been rejected 
once should also be rejected for subsequent navigation solution calculations when 
measurements from later epochs are added. Thus, this measurement is not even considered 
in the consistency checking process. The main drawback of this approach is that if a 
measurement has been rejected erroneously, its continued rejection makes further errors in 
the consistency checking process more likely. 
 
The second option is to always reject measurements made at all epochs from a particular 
signal or sensor when a fault is detected at least one epoch. With this approach, the number 
of measurement combinations to consider is not much larger than for single-epoch 
consistency checking. It also takes a cautious approach as to whether to reject previous 
measurements when a fault it discovered. The main drawback is that it can reduce the 
sensitivity of fault detection for other measurement streams; however, it should not make 
consistency checking errors more likely. There will also be some adverse impact on continuity 
and availability, particularly where errors are found on multiple measurement streams. 

2.3.2.5 Filtered Integration Architectures 

In a filtered integration architecture, range limit checks (Section 2.3.2.2), single-epoch 
consistency checks (Section 2.3.2.3) and innovation filtering may be applied. Innovation 
filtering compares measurements with predictions of those measurements using the 
navigation solution propagated forward from previous epochs. The difference between the 
two is known as a measurement innovation. This approach is more sensitive than single-
epoch consistency checking and also enables dead reckoning measurements to be used to aid 
detection of faults in ranging measurements and vice versa. Measurements may be tested 
individually or in groups, the latter approach enabling correlations between errors in different 
measurements to be accounted for. Note that testing every possible combination of 
measurements as a group is impractical due to the large number of different combinations. 
Therefore, group testing should generally be reserved for measurement combinations that 
are likely to be impacted by a common error source, such as measurements made by the 
same sensor, measurements from a common GNSS constellation or the same terrestrial radio 
network, and measurements of signals with similar azimuths that could be impacted by a 
common obstruction. 
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In contrast to a batch-processed architecture, only current measurements may be rejected in 
a basic filtered architecture. Previous measurements from the same signal or sensor cannot 
be rejected unless advanced techniques are implemented. This makes it more difficult to 
achieve fault isolation and fault exclusion. Because the navigation solution is derived from a 
mixture of current and previous measurement data, it may be contaminated with faulty 
measurement information prior to the detection of the fault. This will occur for faults for 
which data from several epochs is needed in order to detect them. The problem does not 
occur for faults that may be detected instantaneously as, for these, no faulty measurements 
are ever accepted by the filter. 
 
A further problem with Bayesian estimation algorithms is that they themselves can introduce 
errors because incorrect assumptions about the error characteristics of the measurements 
and the propagation of the states estimated over time are typically made in order to simplify 
the algorithms. This is a particular problem for the basic Kalman filter and was a primary 
motivator for the development of more sophisticated Bayesian estimators. These 
approximations lead to errors that build up over time, together with numerical rounding 
errors. eventually destabilising the estimation algorithm. This is a particular problem for many 
marine applications due to the long mission durations, potentially several weeks for a 
merchant ship. 
 
Once a filter becomes contaminated, innovation filtering can potentially reject good 
measurements and accept bad measurements. Comparison of innovation filtering with single-
epoch consistency checks provides a means of detecting potential filter contamination. If 
there are major disagreements over multiple epochs between the two methods as to which 
measurements are faulty, filter contamination is likely. Similarly, innovation sequence 
monitoring can also be used to detect discrepancies between inconsistencies between 
measurements and state estimates over multiple epochs [28]. A discrepancy involving 
multiple measurement streams is likely to be due to filter contamination. 
 
There are a number of different approaches for recovering from filter contamination. One 
approach is to reinitialise the filter from a single-epoch navigation solution. However, it can 
take time for the accuracy to return to the level achieved prior to the fault. Fault exclusion is 
not achieved until the recovered solution meets the performance requirements. There may 
therefore be a gap between fault detection and exclusion during which a safe navigation 
solution is not available. A further problem is that signal range bias, dead-reckoning sensor 
and/or clock calibration information is potentially lost. However, these estimates can 
potentially be reset to earlier values (if stored) instead of having to estimate them from 
scratch, provided the onset time of the fault may be estimated (noting that this does not need 
to be precise).  
 
Another option is to “rewind” the navigation solution to before the faults were believed to 
have started and then rerun it without the faulty measurements. If all epochs of data are 
incorporated there will be a lag while the filter catches up to the current time, during which 
an accurate navigation solution will be unavailable.  Although the memory requirements for 
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this are modest, a high processing capacity is required to recover the solution sufficiently 
quickly to meet the continuity requirement. Provision of processing capacity that is used only 
occasionally is not very practical. Alternatively, measurement epochs may be omitted at the 
cost of a temporary loss of precision. 
 
A more common approach is to implement a multiple-hypothesis filter bank. This comprises 
a number of parallel Kalman filter-based estimation algorithms. One filter runs under the no-
fault hypothesis so accepts all measurements. Others run under the hypothesis that a fault is 
present on a particular measurement stream or on multiple measurement streams and thus 
rejects those measurements.  
 
There are two main ways of implementing a multiple-hypothesis filter bank: ad-hoc and 
permanent. An ad-hoc filter bank is used in conjunction with dual threshold outlier detectors, 
i.e. measurement innovations are compared with a lower and an upper threshold. Where no 
faults are detected, only the no-fault hypothesis is implemented. Once the lower threshold 
of a detector is breached, the relevant measurement stream is considered suspect. An 
alternate hypothesis filter is initialised as a copy of the main filter. The main filter then 
continues to accept the suspect measurements while the alternate filter rejects them. If the 
upper threshold of the outlier detector is breached, the fault is confirmed and the main filter 
deleted, leaving the alternate filter to continue. This excludes the fault provided that filter’s 
HPL is within the HAL. If the upper threshold is not breached within a predetermined time 
limit, the alternate filter is deleted instead [28, 29]. 
 
A permanent filter bank continually runs a bank of filters, each of which assumes that a 
different measurement stream (i.e. signal and/or sensor) is faulty and rejects those 
measurements. Figure 12 illustrates this. An additional no-fault filter accepts all 
measurements. If a fault is detected, the navigation solution simply switches from the no-
fault filter to the filter that never accepted measurements from the faulty source, thus 
ensuring fault isolation [28, 30, 31]. If the new filter passes the fault detection test and its HPL 
is within the HAL, fault exclusion is achieved. 
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Figure 12 - Parallel-solutions GNSS integrity monitoring. (Groves (2013) © Paul Groves. Reproduced with permission.) 

Comparison between filter hypotheses can be used to detect faults. However, an additional 
set of filter hypotheses that reject every combination of two measurements is then required 
for fault exclusion, potentially imposing an enormous processing load. Accounting for 
multiple simultaneous faults would further increase the number of filter hypotheses required. 
Thus, for the moment, it is recommended that parallel filters only be used for fault isolation, 
not fault detection. 
 
A problem with this approach is that filters which reject measurement streams may have a 
significantly less accurate navigation solution and/or have insufficient measurement 
redundancy to validate the solution and thus achieve fault exclusion. This is more likely to be 
a problem during GNSS outages and may require more extensive navigation aid infrastructure 
to support it. 
 
A variation regularly spawns new fault-hypothesis filters from the main filter, enabling 
measurements from the relevant stream to be used up until the point that the new filter is 
spawned. These filters cannot be used to isolate the fault immediately, so it is necessary to 
maintain two or more filters per hypothesis, spawned at different times, for each 
measurement-stream fault hypothesis. Once at least one other filter is old enough to be used 
for fault isolation, the oldest filter can be deleted and a new filter spawned. Clearly, the time 
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the onset of a fault and its detection. However, further research is needed to determine the 
optimum number of filters per hypothesis and the optimum time interval between 
spawnings. This approach has the advantage of accepting more measurements for calibration 
of dead-reckoning sensor and/or clock calibration information, but requires twice as much 
processing capacity. Thus it is suited to situations, such as GNSS outages, where there are 
relatively few measurement streams. 
 

The ad-hoc filter bank imposes a lower processing load than the permanent filter bank. It can 
also handle simultaneous faults on different measurement streams provided there is capacity 
for sufficient filter hypotheses. However, there may be failure modes for which the ad-hoc 
filter bank cannot provide adequate fault isolation. For example, faults that produce a slowly 
growing error may not trigger the lower threshold at which parallel filters are spawned. A 
permanent filter bank will always provide isolation and exclusion of faults affecting single 
measurement streams. However, handling simultaneous faults can be impractical due to the 
large number of filter hypothesis required for all the different potential combinations. The 
number of filter hypotheses required may be reduced by pairing measurement streams. Thus, 
a filter that excludes two measurement streams is selected if a fault is detected on either 
stream. 
 
The final option is to use a batch-filter hybrid architecture. Here, only the older 
measurements are incorporated into the filtered part of the solution. Therefore, if the time 
interval between a measurement being generated and it being input to the filter exceeds the 
time between the onset of a fault and its detection, it should be possible to prevent faulty 
measurements being input to the filter in the first place. 
 
To minimise the risk of filter contamination due to approximations in the mathematical 
models and numerical rounding errors, regular filter resets are recommended. Further 
research is needed to determine a suitable interval. The old and new filters should run in 
parallel to give time for the new filter estimates to converge before its solution takes over. 

2.3.2.6 Infrastructure-Based Fault Detection 

Infrastructure-based fault detection uses receivers at known locations to monitor radio 
navigation signals. When a fault is detected, an alert is raised, either by a separate data link 
or by shutting down the signal itself. Fault detection using monitor receivers is much more 
sensitive than consistency checking because it is not necessary to determine the receiver 
position using the same measurement data. They also typically have atomic clocks. However, 
these monitors cannot detect all failure modes, only infrastructure hardware or software 
failure and limited number of propagation anomalies such as ionospheric scintillation. Despite 
only being able to protect against some failure modes, these systems are often described as 
“integrity monitoring”, which is highly misleading. The delay in conveying fault information 
from the monitor to the user (10 seconds is typically missing) also means that filtered 
navigation solutions can potentially be corrupted by faulty measurements.  
 
For GNSS using three or more constellations, consistency-based fault detection, along with 
range limit checks, should be sufficiently reliable for infrastructure-based fault detection to 
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be unnecessary. However, the SBAS ionosphere corrections could be useful. Infrastructure-
based signal monitoring is more likely to be useful for backup signals, such as eLoran, VDES 
R-mode and MF R-mode as consistency-based fault detection will be more difficult during 
GNSS outages when much fewer measurements are available. 
 

2.3.3 A Possible Integration Architecture for Resilient Maritime Navigation 

Theoretically, optimum calibration of sensor and signal biases (and other systematic errors) 
and maximum fault detection sensitivity are achieved using one central integration algorithm 
that inputs data from all subsystems in the measurement domain. The integration algorithm 
could either be filter-based or a batch-filter hybrid. However, enabling the isolation of every 
possible fault, including combinations of faults with a filter-based approach would require 
very large numbers of parallel filters to be maintained. With a batch-filter approach, fault 
detection algorithms would need to consider a very large number of measurements (many 
streams multiplied by many epochs) in many different combinations and some parallel filters 
would still be needed. Neither approach is likely to be practical in terms of complexity and 
processing load. Therefore, decentralised approaches need to be considered. 
 
Under normal operating conditions, multi-constellation GNSS provides more measurements 
than all other subsystems put together and is also more accurate. Thus, the integrated 
position and velocity solution will be no more accurate than the GNSS-only solution. 
Furthermore, there should be sufficient GNSS measurements to detect GNSS faults without 
the need for measurements from other subsystems. Therefore, GNSS measurements can be 
processed separately. 
 
None of the other absolute position technologies will be anywhere near as reliable as GNSS 
as there will be much fewer transmitters/targets. Thus, for resilience, these measurements 
need to be processed as part of a multi-sensor solution. 
 
In the event of a complete GNSS outage, a ship will always be able to use dead reckoning, 
noting that its position accuracy degrades over time. However, the availability of terrestrial 
radio navigation signals and known radar targets will be location-dependent. Therefore, the 
dead-reckoning subsystem must be resilient against faults in the absence of all other 
measurements. 
 
Based on these considerations, an integration architecture partitioned into the following 
three parts is proposed: 
 

• GNSS 

• Dead reckoning 

• Multisensor integration 
 
The multi-sensor integration algorithm would input the navigation solutions and their 
associated error covariance from the GNSS and dead reckoning modules and the 
measurements from the other sensors: eLoran, VDES R-mode, MF R-mode and Radar ranging, 
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subject to the availability of appropriate signals and targets. It should also be able to input 
star fixes and optical bearings (e.g., from an ePelorus) in an emergency. It would also need to 
output position fixes to the dead reckoning system as the DR position error would otherwise 
grow with time.  
 
Under normal operating conditions, GNSS will be much more accurate and reliable than the 
other positioning and navigation technologies. Integrating GNSS with other technologies, 
therefore risks degrading the navigation solution. Therefore, the main position and velocity 
solution should be provided using GNSS only with the other technologies providing heading 
and velocity with respect to water. Where GNSS is unavailable or degraded, the multisensor 
position and velocity solution should be used instead. Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively 
illustrate the proposed primary and reversionary integration architectures. Each of the 
components is addressed in turn in the following subsections. 
 
 

 

Figure 13 - Proposed primary-mode architecture for resilient maritime multisensor navigation 
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Figure 14 - Proposed reversionary-mode architecture for resilient maritime multisensor navigation 

Should different ship subsystems that use the navigation solution have different performance 
requirements, particularly for integrity, it may be necessary to duplicate the whole navigation 
processing architecture for each set of requirements as these may lead to different decisions 
on which measurements to reject and which to accept. A common set of measurements from 
the sensors and radios could be used. 

2.3.3.1 GNSS Positioning 

To ensure resilience, GNSS receivers should process signals from all GNSS constellations (with 
a minimum of three constellations mandated, which would require modification to IMO 
regulations, e.g. MSC.401 (IMO, 2015) [3]). They should also operate on at least two different 
frequencies to provide some resilience against incidental interference. During good signal 
reception conditions, this also enables calibration of the ionosphere propagation delays. 
However, for signals affected by multipath interference, dual-frequency ionosphere 
correction amplifies the ensuing errors, so it is better to use just the highest bandwidth GNSS 
signal and external ionosphere correction data, where available. SBAS ionosphere corrections 
are better than the corrections from MF beacons because they can be applied to any GNSS 
satellite, regardless of constellation.  
 
In general, GNSS accuracy is maximised by combining measurements using a filter. However 
providing high integrity requires maintaining multiple parallel filters to provide fault exclusion 
and protect against both whole-constellation failures and problems with multiple individual 
signals (e.g. NLOS reception) in any combination. This would require quite a complex system 
which would be difficult to certify. Furthermore, for long missions, filter stability is a 
significant risk. As multi-constellation GNSS easily meets the accuracy requirements for 
marine navigation, it is not actually necessary to maximise the accuracy.  
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A single-epoch solution based on carrier-smoothed pseudo-range measurements provides 
greater simplicity, enabling easier type approval, and greater resilience. This is because the 
navigation solution can be immediately isolated from any measurement stream suspected to 
be faulty. With a dual-frequency receiver, long carrier-smoothing times can be implemented, 
minimising the impact of tracking noise and multipath interference. Both smoothed and 
unsmoothed pseudo-ranges can be used for fault detection with smoothed pseudo-ranges 
offering higher precision and thus greater detection sensitivity, while unsmoothed pseudo-
ranges enable some failures to be detected more quickly. Multipath interference and some 
other types of signal distortion can also be detected by comparing code and carrier 
measurements, particularly where two or more frequencies are used. 
 
To protect against hardware faults, there should be a full duplicate with separate antenna(s), 
receiver(s), intra-ship communications network, navigation processor and power supply. 
Software failure risks can be minimised by using separate suppliers for the main and backup 
GNSS receivers and navigation processor software. 
 
If GNSS interferometric attitude determination is implemented, the resulting heading 
measurements should be input to the dead reckoning subsystem. However, the any GNSS 
signals rejected by the main GNSS system should also be excluded from the attitude solution. 
GNSS resilience against interference, jamming and spoofing could potentially be enhanced 
through controlled reception pattern antenna (CRPA) systems and/or networks of GNSS 
antennas screened by the ship’s structure against signals from various directions, noting that 
two antennas should be sufficient for spoofing detection. Deeply-coupled GNSS-inertial 
integration is a further option; this could potentially share inertial sensors with the dead-
reckoning subsystem but would likely require independent processing to minimise the risk of 
error cross-contamination between subsystems. 

2.3.3.2 Dead Reckoning 

Figure 15 shows the proposed architecture for the dead reckoning system. 
 
The only failure modes that IMUs are vulnerable to are hardware and software failure, 
whereas a DVL or CVL can also provide false measurements due to sand, cavitation (bubbles) 
and interruption of the sonar beam(s) by sea creatures and submersibles. Therefore, a 
resilient dead-reckoning system should be built around an inertial navigation solution with 
the other sensors used to calibrate and correct this. As inertial sensors exhibit low short-term 
noise (in comparison with other types of sensor), this should also minimise the noise on the 
integrated dead reckoning solution. 
 
Note that an expensive navigation-grade INS is not needed as continuous calibration is 
proposed. Tactical-grade inertial sensors should be sufficient and it may even be possible to 
use consumer-grade sensors. Further research is needed to determine a suitable minimum 
sensor specification. 
 
To ensure resiliency, multiple inertial navigation solutions must be maintained, either using 
three separate IMUs or different combinations of sensor from a skewed-redundant IMU with 
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at least 5 gyros and 5 accelerometers (whichever is least expensive). Both provide “N + 2” 
redundancy (see Section 2.3.2.1). Faults can be detected using consistency checks comparing 
the gyro measurements, the accelerometer measurements and the inertial navigation 
solutions. Where a fault is detected, the affected navigation solution(s) can be rejected and 
the remaining navigation solutions used. 
 

 
Figure 15 - Proposed architecture for the dead reckoning system 
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as a creature, submersible, cavitation, sand or even a hardware fault may affect some beams 
but not others. With DVL/CVL velocity or range rate measurements integrated in the body 
frame, variation in beam alignment with respect to the vertical due to sea-state motion will 
be implicitly corrected provided that the inertial attitude solution is correct. 
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DVL beam misalignment errors can also be calibrated to some extent, though in the absence 
of an external velocity reference, the beams would be aligned to each other rather than to 
the truth. 
 
Where both velocity with respect to ground and velocity with respect to water are measured 
by the DVL/CVL, both should be input to each INS Kalman filter. The velocity with respect to 
ground can then be used to maintain calibration of the inertial navigation solutions and the 
difference between the two DVL/CVL velocities used to estimate the velocity of water with 
respect to the ground. This estimate should then be used to estimate the velocity with respect 
to ground when only the velocity with respect to water can be measured. A suitable model of 
how the water velocity estimate degrades over time will be needed, probably a first-order 
Markov process with cautious correlation time. 
 
Velocity measurements from radar dead reckoning can also be input where available. 
The heading, direction of travel and associated gyro errors can be calibrated using a 
gyrocompass. Again, innovation-filtering and range limit checks can be used to detect errors 
and the ship must carry either two gyrocompasses or a gyrocompass and a magnetic compass 
to ensure a backup is available in the event of hardware/software failure. Consistency-
checking between them provides a further means of detecting errors and a gyrocompass can 
be used to calibrate a less accurate magnetic compass. An interferometric GNSS heading 
solution can also be used if available. 
 
Finally, the roll and pitch attitude solution and associated gyro errors must also be calibrated. 
This can be done by imposing a motion constraint based on the vertical velocity averaging or 
integrating to zero over multiple sea-state cycles. 
 
It is not possible to correct the growth in the position error within the dead-reckoning 
subsystem. A reasonably accurate position solution is needed for the inertial navigation 
equations and the gyrocompass to function correctly. Therefore periodic position resets from 
the multi-sensor integration module must be provided. To avoid positive feedback problems, 
the impact of these on the measurements output by the dead-reckoning system to the multi-
sensor integration module must be minimised. This can be done by zeroing the off-diagonal 
elements of the Kalman filter state estimation error covariance matrix linking position error 
to the other states each time there is a position reset. The position error uncertainty should 
also be set to match that provided by the multi-sensor integration module. The position reset 
should be applied to all parallel solutions being maintained for resilience. 
 
To minimise the risk of filter contamination due to approximations in the mathematical 
models and numerical rounding errors, regular resets of the main filter and other long-
standing filter hypotheses are recommended. The old and new filters should run in parallel to 
give time for the new filter estimates to converge before its solution takes over. 
To protect against hardware faults, there should be duplicates of the intra-ship 
communications network, navigation processor and power supply as well as of the sensors. 
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Software failure risks can be minimised by using separate suppliers for the main and backup 
sensors and navigation processor software. 
 

2.3.3.3 Multisensor Integration 

In addition to the GNSS receivers and dead reckoning sensors described above, the ship’s 
navigation system should also be able to receive terrestrial radio ranging measurements from 
eLoran, VDES R-mode, MF R-mode and range measurements to eRacons and other radar 
targets. There should also be a provision for star fixes and optical bearings to be input as a 
last resort, noting that these could be conducted manually or with the aid of an ePelorus. 
 

Figure 16 shows the proposed architecture for the multisensor integration module. This 
should be configured to use the GNSS position and velocity solution (where available) and 
ranging measurements from eLoran, VDES R-mode, MF R-mode and radar (also, where 
available) to correct and calibrate the dead reckoning solution. The corrected dead reckoning 
solution then forms the integrated navigation solution. 
 

 

Figure 16 - Proposed architecture for the multisensor integration module 

 

This module should input the velocity solution (with respect to ground) from the dead 
reckoning module, together with its estimate of the water velocity with respect to ground 
and the full error covariance corresponding to these parameters, including the correlation 
between the ship velocity error and water velocity error. This velocity should be integrated 
within the multi-sensor integration module to obtain the position solution. 
 
A Kalman-filter-based integration algorithm should then use the GNSS and ranging 
measurements (where available) to estimate the DR position error, velocity bias, scale factor 
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and cross-coupling error. Note that the velocity bias will arise largely from the water velocity 
error and the velocity scale factor and cross-coupling errors from the heading error and 
DVL/CVL beam misalignment. A means of responding to reductions in the velocity bias each 
time the DVL/CVL resumes ground tracking will be needed, noting that the dead reckoning 
system will provide this information through its water velocity estimate and associated error 
covariance. 
 
The Kalman filter should also estimate eLoran, VDES R-mode, MF R-mode and radar 
measurement biases where appropriate. These will only be observable when GNSS is 
available, but the estimates can then be used to obtain more accurate ranging measurements 
during the early part of a GNSS outage. 
 
Outlier detection can be implemented via range limit checks, consistency-checking and 
innovation filtering. Note that consistency checking may be difficult for radar as different 
beacons/targets will be measured at different times, between which ship motion may be 
significant. During GNSS outages, outlier detection may not be particularly sensitive, 
enhancing the risk of navigation solution contamination before a fault can be detected. 
Therefore, parallel filters excluding each measurement stream and excluding each positioning 
technology must be implemented to ensure that the integrated navigation solution can be 
isolated from any fault that may emerge. For long-range systems, such as eLoran, it may not 
be appropriate to reject the whole history of measurements from a particular transmitter. It 
may also be counterproductive to reject the whole history of measurements from a particular 
positioning technology. Therefore, new filters rejecting these measurements should be 
spawned from the main filter at regular intervals with at least two of these maintained at any 
one time. 
 
Where star fix and optical bearing measurements are manually input, these will be subject to 
possible human error. As there may not be sufficient information to detect faults 
immediately, a system of parallel filters must be used in which some filters accept each 
measurement and some do not. Once there is sufficient information to validate or reject a 
measurement, the alternate hypothesis filters can be deleted. 
 
Outlier detection within the multi-sensor integration module also offers a potential means of 
detecting GNSS spoofing. As this may take some time to detect, parallel filters that reject the 
GNSS navigation solution should be implemented to ensure that the integrated navigation 
solution can be isolated from the spoofing. This also protects the integrated navigation 
solution from other GNSS failure modes. Rejecting the whole history of GNSS measurements 
may not be appropriate, so new GNSS-free filters should be spawned from the main filter at 
regular intervals with at least two of these maintained at any one time. 
 
To prevent the DR position error getting too big, corrections should be fed back from the main 
Kalman filter to the dead-reckoning position update module. At the same time, the position 
error estimates of all of the parallel filters that reject different measurement streams must 
be updated to account for these corrections. Note that these closed-loop position corrections 
do not impact the error covariance of the state estimates of any of the filters, including the 
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main Kalman filter. This feedback occurs only within the multi-sensor integration module 
(Figure 16); it is distinct from the feedback of position resets to the dead-reckoning module 
(Figure 15). 
 
The multi-sensor integration module needs to determine when to send position resets to the 
dead-reckoning module. A good time to do this is when there has been an increase in 
confidence in the integrated position solution. However, the interval between resets should 
not be too long as this would adversely impact the accuracy of the velocity solution from the 
dead-reckoning subsystem. Resets could be sent whenever there is sufficient information to 
compute a trustworthy non-DR position solution. 
 
To minimise the risk of filter contamination due to approximations in the mathematical 
models and numerical rounding errors, regular resets of the main filter and other long-
standing filter hypotheses are recommended. The old and new filters should run in parallel to 
give time for the new filter estimates to converge before its solution takes over. 
 
To protect against hardware faults, there should be duplicates of the terrestrial radio 
navigation receiver(s), intra-ship communications network, navigation processor, power 
supply and ideally also the radar system. Measurements from two radios or two radar systems 
can be compared with each other to detect faults and compared with the integrated 
navigation solution to determine which system is faulty. Where there is any doubt, parallel 
solutions with different fault hypotheses should be spawned. Software failure risks can be 
minimised by using separate suppliers for the main and backup systems and navigation 
processor software. Duplicate radar is very expensive. However, if a ship has both X-band and 
S-band radar, they can be compared with each other. 
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3 Conclusion and Recommendations 

3.1 Conclusion 

The proposed conceptual architecture for future UK maritime CNI is capable of providing 
resilient high-integrity PNT on vessels, in support of future aids-to-navigation and e-
Navigation services. It would operate in harmony with a range of user equipment, most 
notably a vessel’s Multi System Receiver (MSR). Equally, an MSR designed to the IMO 
performance standard [3] should be capable of utilising the transmitted terrestrial signals and 
data communications from the UK CNI. 
 
An advisory set of design principles for a generic compliant MSR has been determined that 
would successfully balance capability for user-level position integrity and continuity, whilst 
delivering the required accuracy and availability of navigation. This confirms the feasibility of 
mutual operation of the proposed CNI architecture with the expected standards of equipment 
on board vessels in the timescale to 2030.  
 
Intrinsic to the MSR design approach is the consideration of the maritime safety case 
analysing the risk of faults that may arise in the technologies contributing to the system-of-
systems solution. The overall navigation integrity and continuity budgets must be considered 
together, with each budget partitioned across the constituent elements of the MSR. This 
should assign budget allocations across the fault-tree spanning GNSS, SBAS, backup systems, 
interference detection and RAIM. Accepting that backup PNT systems will generally not 
perform as well as GNSS, the introduction of a Resilience Factor ‘R-Factor’ in the budget 
allocation will accommodate backup capability in line with its expected utilisation periods and 
enable overall navigation integrity and continuity requirements to be satisfied. 
 
User-level integrity is likely to require a suitable RAIM algorithm in the user’s receiver 
equipment. It may be necessary to mandate that future vessels’ equipment implements this 
functionality while allowing equipment manufacturers latitude for their receiver processing. 
Maritime RAIM (MRAIM), reported in detail [7] in WP2, may provide a suitable solution, 
although further R&D must assess the probability of incurring multiple simultaneous faults on 
satellite signals in the GNSS multipath environment on ships. 
 
The approach to the architectural design for multisensor integrated navigation in the MSR 
would use the GNSS position, velocity and time (PVT) solution when GNSS is available and not 
degraded by multipath or interference. The MSR would be expected to incorporate RAIM and 
a Horizontal Protection Level (HPL) to reject solutions too severely affected by multipath and 
an interference detector to avoid potential occurrence of hazardously misleading 
information. The proposed MSR integration architecture would derive the navigation solution 
in the absence of GNSS from ranging measurements of backup systems (in particular from 
eLoran and VDES R-mode) used to correct the dead reckoning (DR) solution. 
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3.2 Recommendations    

3.2.1 Recommendations arising for MSR Integrity and Continuity Budget Allocation  

Based on the Section 1 study of integrity and continuity budgets, a number of key 
recommendations arise (see Section 1.5 for further details): 
 

• The IMO navigation performance requirements in Resolution A.915 [22] should be 
reviewed by the international community, especially in regard to the user-level 
integrity and continuity values for future e-Navigation services and autonomous 
vessels. 

• A consolidated approach to the apportionment of the integrity and continuity budgets 
within the MSR design should be further investigated, seeking international 
standardisation with the support of RTCM and the IEC. Specific detailed 
recommendations related to further investigation of RAIM, FDE, SBAS and the use of 
a Resilience Factor (R-Factor) in budget allocation are provided in Section 1.5.  

• Linked to the above, a formal maritime navigation safety case should be investigated, 
along similar lines to aviation, to understand the limiting factors and the potential of 
this approach in the less regulated maritime environment, where future specific 
related mandatory carriage requirements may not be in place.  

• Maritime RAIM (MRAIM) should be researched further to confirm its suitability to 
meet the integrity and continuity budgets that the overall budget apportionment in 
the MSR implies for the required RAIM capability.   

• Measurement campaigns in the maritime environment should gather extensive 
information on the nature of the GNSS signal reception on ships, considering the effect 
of antenna installation on multipath for different phases of the voyage and for various 
types of vessel.  The monitoring should also assess the incidence and impact of GNSS 
jamming and spoofing that occurs in the real environment. 

• The design of maritime SBAS services to provide integrity at user level should be 
further investigated, operating standalone or with MRAIM. In Europe, this may for 
instance imply maritime SBAS design details and data transmissions that have not yet 
been planned for future EGNOS capability. 

3.2.2 Recommendations arising for MSR Integrated Navigation Architecture 

Based on the Section 2 study of an integrated navigation architecture for the MSR, a number 
of principal recommendations arise for consideration: 
 

• Different required navigation performance may be set for the cases of reliable GNSS 
signal reception and cases where backup technologies must be used; these might be 
based on IMO A.915 and IALA R129, respectively. 

• Ships should carry multi-constellation multi-frequency GNSS receivers that support a 
minimum of three constellations and two frequencies (per constellation). 
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• Where good GNSS reception is available, the ship position and velocity solution should 
be based on GNSS only and the GNSS solution used to calibrate the other subsystems 
to enable them to provide a better navigation solution during a GNSS outage. 

• All ships should carry terrestrial radio navigation receivers that can support eLoran, 
VDES R-mode, MF R-mode and potentially other signals within the same frequency 
bands (with a software upgrade). 

• GNSS receivers, terrestrial radio navigation receivers and other systems should 
support integration by outputting measurements as well as navigation solutions.  

• The MSR navigation processing architecture should be partitioned into GNSS, dead 
reckoning and multisensor integration modules, each with their own separate fault 
detection, isolation and integrity monitoring system. 

3.2.3 Additional recommendations 

Additional recommendations that may be considered for a vessel’s equipment standards and 
integrated navigation design are: 
 

• Ships should carry duplicate navigation hardware to mitigate against hardware failure. 
Ideally, this should include at least two GNSS receivers, at least two multi-standard 
terrestrial radio navigation receivers, at least two DVLs or CVLs, at least two 
compasses (of which at least one is a gyrocompass) and either a skewed redundant 
IMU or three separate IMUs. Backup power supplies, intra-ship communications and 
integrated navigation processors should also be carried. 

• A capability for 2-way ranging measurements should be included in the VDES R-mode 
standard. 

• A single-epoch GNSS solution should be used to enable instant isolation of faulty 
signals from the navigation solution. Filtering of signals from individual satellites, such 
as dual-frequency carrier-smoothing may be performed prior to input to the GNSS 
navigation processor in order to reduce noise provided that unfiltered measurements 
are also available for fault detection. Faults should be detected through range limit 
checks and consistency checking. 

• Filtered navigation solutions should be implemented in the dead reckoning and 
multisensor integration modules to enhance outlier detection sensitivity and to 
enable calibration of sensor and signal biases (and other systematic errors). Parallel 
filters that reject different combinations of measurements should be used to isolate 
faulty information from the navigation solution. Faults should be detected through 
range limit checks, consistency checking and innovation filtering. 

• The dead reckoning solution should be based on a combination of DVLs/CVLs, 
compasses and inertial sensors. The inertial sensors enable better detection of 
DVL/CVL measurement outliers, compensation of sea-state motion and a reduction in 
noise.  

• Test and certification procedures to minimise the impact of human error during design 
and installation of navigation equipment should be introduced. 
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3.2.4 Additional areas for further research 

The following technical areas have been identified which may benefit from further R&D:  
 

• Development of integration, outlier detection and hypothesis management 
algorithms, together with associated signal and sensor models, for use in the resilient 
maritime multisensor navigation architecture proposed in Section 2.3.3. 

• Development of a practical means of calculating horizontal protection levels for 
filtered navigation solutions, if this is possible. 

• Development of test procedures to enable the response of navigation systems to the 
failure modes identified in Section 2.2 to be assessed. 

• Investigation of the practicability of deploying antenna arrays for GNSS and other 
radio navigation technologies to aid spoofing detection and heading calibration. 

• Design of systems to minimise the occurrence of model violations by improving any 
models that are violated regularly. 

• Determination of introducing a means of reporting database faults to other users. 
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Addendum: GNSS Receiver Hardening 

A-1 Scope 

This Addendum describes techniques of GNSS receiver hardening and is included here to 
support the description of Integrity Threats and Mitigations provided in section 1.1.2 of the 
main text. 
 
The Addendum expands on information previously captured in section 3.4 of MarRINav 
Deliverable D4 (under the technology options review for Work Package 3). It also addresses 
RID Id 3 of the D4 review which noted that: 
 

• The list of GNSS hardening possibilities is not detailed enough. Only plausibility tests 
are considered while in fact many techniques at receiver level exist (fast peak AGC, 
pulse blanker, frequency excision, notch filtering, multicorrelator, ACF shape 
analysis...) to detect and mitigate interference, jamming and spoofing.   

 
MarRINav is considering system-of systems options to achieve resilient high-integrity PNT for 
a 2030 timeframe.  As such, technical developments which are in their infancy today, could 
well be in modern receivers by 2030 and should be considered under GNSS hardening. 
 
A number of receiver manufacturers lay claim to greater resilience to GNSS jamming and 
spoofing, although they rarely state how this is achieved due to commercial and technical 
reasons.  It is recognised that many different approaches exist, some more mature than 
others and some more openly stated in the literature than others. Therefore, this review will 
remain at a high level, with the assumption that future maritime multi-system receivers (MSR) 
will be developed to provide the best jamming and spoofing mitigation available at the time.  
As such, it is expected to include some of the aspects covered in this section. 
 

A-2 Internal performance monitoring 

Signal performance monitoring includes elements of plausibility check within the receiver, 
which rely on the difference in characteristics between deliberate interference (jamming) and 
genuine GNSS signals. Jammers typically deploy effected radiated powers that achieve much 
higher power density at the receiver than would be the case for GNSS satellite signals. 
Additionally, jamming signals are typically frequency modulated over an instantaneously 
narrow-band which is then rapidly swept over the wider GNSS bandwidth (e.g. 24MHz, GPS 
L1 C/A). This may result in jamming signals appearing to the receiver as a type of pulsed 
interference.  
 
Hence by considering receiver aspects such as the level and slope of the changes in the 
automatic gain control (AGC) which are inconsistent with the variations in received signal 
strength of tracked satellites, techniques such as fast peak AGC may detect the presence of 
an interfering signal. Pulse Blanking (PB) is a relatively simple receiver technique, a form of 
Interference Cancellation (IC) that can be effective against swept narrowband jammers. More 
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details are provided in the Inside GNSS Borio/Closas article [1].  With the use of a multi-
element antenna and Space-Time Adaptive Processing (STAP), the reception gain pattern of 
the antenna may be controlled to produce nulls in the direction of jammers or to direction 
find against strong jamming signals.   In some cases, it may also be possible to detect jamming 
and spoofing through comparison of the received signal’s polarisation when compared to the 
expected Right Hand Circularly Polarised (RHCP) signals of GPS and Galileo. 
 
Within a GNSS receiver, the AGC is used to control the level of signal and noise power being 
processed in the receiver.  Normally the level of the AGC is roughly constant for a particular 
antenna, cable and receiver combination.  A number of technical papers explore this further 
[2,3], however put simply, changes to the AGC above a normal dynamic range can be 
considered to indicate something is different and therefore alert to potential jamming or 
spoofing.  
 
For example, a jamming signal is significantly stronger than the true satellite signals reducing 
the gain required, the AGC level falls.  Within spoofing scenarios, it is generally quite common 
for a spoofing attack to start with a strong jamming signal which ensures the target receiver 
loses lock on the legitimate satellites and starts the signal acquisition process, only this time 
locking onto the spoofed satellite signals.  Through monitoring the level of gain applied, one 
should be able to identify if jamming or spoofing is occurring.    It is noted from [3] however, 
that the AGC in some receivers may be quantised, limiting the fidelity of tracking and the 
speed at which the receiver could report a problem.  Clearly, if one considers the 
development of a new receiver and is free to select the approach, this can be designed out. 
Monitoring the AGC can provide a simple method of detecting jamming or spoofing, but it 
does little to mitigate the effect.  
 
Monitoring the reported signal to noise ratio (C/N0) can also be an indication that something 
is amiss.  If there are significant step changes, or different values from a pre-determined 
baseline, then an alert can be raised.   Likewise, if it were possible to monitor the direction of 
arrival of a signal and compare that to the constellation ephemeris, this too could identify 
outliers and potential spoofing or meaconing attacks. 
 
The final approach considered in this section is to investigate the correlation of the received 
signal information, through pre- and post-correlation and correlation shape analyses.  Both 
approaches compare the received data to expected levels to identify if something odd has 
occurred, whether that is multipath, jamming or spoofing.    By investigating the shape of the 
correlation function and the resulting phase of the signal, it is possible to identify if the 
received signals have been affected by interference [4].  Likewise, by using a bank of 
correlators, it is possible to identify a spoofed signal to a legitimate one [5]. Units exist which 
can be placed between the antenna and the receiver to provide a pre-correlation check to 
determine and mitigate the effect of interference at the RF stage, so this could be retro fitted 
if needed [6]. 
 
If jamming and spoofing is identified then the mariner can be alerted and they may opt to use 
an alternative solution or utilise the capability of backup systems integrated in the MSR.  
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However, the ideal solution would be to mitigate the impact of jamming or spoofing, without 
any detriment to the mariner’s operation, although they may wish to be informed that 
something is occurring.  
 

A-3 Filtering  

Some receiver manufacturers point to filtering options and technology within their receivers.  
For example, Septentrio [7] reports how it has developed Advanced Interference Mitigation 
(AIM+) to counter the effects of interference.  It monitors the incoming signal and on 
identifying a stronger than expected signal in the band, introduces a notch filter to remove 
that part of the spectrum from processing, thereby mitigating the effect of interference.  This 
functionality is standard on all Septentrio receivers according to its website.  Other 
manufacturers offer receivers and antennas with jamming mitigation based on filtering, but 
do not expand on the approach used, although it is expected to be similar to that described 
above [8].   More information on notch filters and how they can be implemented is available 
in [9]. 
 

A-4 Summary 

There are many academic papers on different multipath, jamming and spoofing mitigation 
systems, all aiming to protect the user’s receiver from applying erroneous pseudo-range 
information.  While most of these are likely to remain academic processes for various reasons, 
some have already been implemented into today’s GNSS receivers.   Companies such as 
Septentrio and Trimble, include enhanced signal processing within their receivers today, a 
trend that is expected to continue into the future.   The exact process employed will evolve 
over the next decade, but some level of signal investigation and mitigation should be 
expected.  
 
It is noted that maritime receivers are generally only equipped with the bare minimum 
required to meet the international requirements.  Therefore, if GNSS receiver hardening is 
going to become available on many vessels, it will need to either be provided by the 
manufacturers as standard; mandated by regulatory action or its capability be so appealing 
to users that they simply cannot be without it.   The development of the MSR from concept 
to tangible receiver over the next decade, with the emergence of IEC test specifications for 
Type Approved equipment, provides an ideal opportunity to ensure receiver hardening 
techniques are embodied from the start and are provided as standard.   It is recognised that 
use of the MSR is not due to be mandated and therefore its uptake will be down to the 
mariner/vessel owner to implement according to the perceived cost-effective benefits.  
However, it is anticipated that of multi-system, multi-constellation GNSS, resilience and high 
integrity should provide sufficient commercial/operational benefits to make the small cost 
difference of receiver hardening techniques worthwhile. 
 
In a section on receiver hardening, it is pertinent to state that while there are many different 
methods of identifying interference, the receiver’s ability to mitigate it is limited.  Notch filters 
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are good, but are no defences against jamming spread across the entire band.  For true 
resilience, multiple dissimilar and complementary PNT sources are required.  
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